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Explanatory Memorandum 

_ Introduction 

, For the European Union~ the 5th Framework Programme for Research 
.and- Technological Development must be- an opportunity to- pursue a_ new 
·approach to policy with_ regard to research conducted at Coriununity level, 
which is designed to address ~ontemporary issues and meet the aspirations 
of Europe's citizens. · / 

· With_ oiily three· years to go before the ,new millennium, the European 
Union is entering a crucial phase in its history, busy with the historic· . 
work. on 'the construction of' Economic and Monetary· Union and the_. 
reqefinition of its institutional structure,· notably with the prospect of the . 
accession of new Member States. 

The. 5th· Framework Programme needs to _be an integral ·part of -this 
· process~ ~ its own way, it should help European society enter the 21st 

century under the best possible conditions. To do so, It cannot simply be a 
-continuation of the first four programmes.· It is necessary to make a · 
distinct break with them, otherwise the future of the idea underlying the 

-Framework Programme would be jeopardised. · 

The world is changing too rapidly· to adhere to the status quo.,._ To meet 
the -expectations of its citizens, the European Union must therefore be 
able to take action in respon~e to a whole series of major developments: 

the issue of employment,·. a major source of concern for . European 
citizens; -

_ society's growing requirements in terms or quality -of life and health, 
in particular as. regards the quality of food and th~ environment, and -
the . growing ·number' of questions being posed about the ethical and 
social conseque~ces of the increase in knowledge; 

the-· .globalisation of . economic_ activity, .trade,. markets ·and 
knowledge, the spectacular . acceleration of scientific and 
technological progress and ·the continuing rise in the cost of research; 
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the emergence, alongside the three blocs of the "Triad", of· new 
economic and industrial powers in Asia and in Latin America that
will soon become scientific and technological powers as well. 

. -
The environment in ~hich the 5th Framework Programme must be 
defmed is therefore both profoundly new and changing. This means it is 
necessary· to adopt a new approach to Community research that is open~ 
ended enough to take account of the inevitable degree of uncertainty as to 
what the priorities and needs will be by the year 20001• . 

A new approach to Community research 

For more than twelve years, the European Union has been conducting an 
original ·research and techriological development policy through 
multiannual framework programmes. Despite the comparatively modest 
resources available to it, this ,policy has had a significant impact on the 
research activities carried out in the Member States. In particular, it has 
successfully re~ulted in the development of numerous trans-European 
collaboration networks. 

A useful programming instrument, the Framework Programme has been 
transformed over the years into a general framework for a series of 
activities which, while of undoubted quality, have been ~arried out on 
topics which are clearly too numerous and dispersed. As a result of the 
constraints weighing down on its · decision-making and delivery 
mechanisms, it has become an .unwieldy instrUment at times incapable of 
reflecting the realities and keeping up with the speed of social, economic 
and s~ientific developmentS. 

Concentration and flexibility are the bywords for the changes required in 
the 5th Framework Programme. To be able to carry out optimally the 
tasks incumbent upon it within ·the European Union, the Framework 
Programme needs to be adapted in two ways: 

its decision-making and delivery mechanisms need to be thoroughly 
streamlined. This entails a changeover from adoption by unanimity, 

1 Like its predecessor, the 5th Framework Programme is in fact . made up of two separate legal 
.instrumen~ which cover, respectively, non-nuclear and nuclear research fields. The first of these is 
therefore to be adopted on the basis of the EC Treaty; the second on the basis of the EURATOM 
Treaty. In this exptaruitory memorandum the 'term "5th Framework Programme" always refers 
simultaneously to these two instruments. · 
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which is_ the rule at present, to adoption by-qualified majority. Such 
a modification is currently envisaged in the context of the work of 

. the Intergovernmental Conference. 

it .must be wholeheartedly at ·the servtce of a European Union 
research policy which is: 

based on the three following basic principles: . 

scientific-and technological excellence; 
relevance to the main European Union policies; 
European added value; 

defmed on the basis not only of scientific and. technological 
factors but also of the European Union's .economic and social 
needs and its overall competitiveness; 

putting more emphasis on the dissemination· and exploitation of 
results; 

focusing on a limited number of o]?jectives. 

-. As noted in the "First Report on Economic and Socii1l Cohesion", several 
of the priority themes proposed for the 5th Framework }>rograrilm~ are 
especially relevant to tl}.e reinforcement of socio-economic cohesion in the 
Union, notably the training an~ mobility of researchers, the promotion of 
innovation and the dissemination of research· results, and the development 

·· of the information society, p~rticuhtrly· the networking of researchers in 
the various fields. 

To respond to ·public concern about the possible~ consequences· of_ 
advances in knowledge and technology, careful thought needs to be given 
also to the ethical aspects. ot' _research -and the . application of research 
fmdings. MoreoVer, the research work carried. out under the Framework 
Programme must explicitly comply with the fundamental ethical 
principles. 

In order to ensure the transparency of the proposed approach for th~ 5th 
Framework Progra'mme, a gradual, -. step-by-step procedure has been 
followed, ~ith the successive submission of tbfee documents: on 12 July · 
1996 the Co~unication "Inventing Tomorrow~- ~hich set out the broad 
gliidelinesproposed; on 20 November 1996 a first Working Paper giving 
more details about ~e structure; and ·on 12 February 1997 a second-
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W orkmg Paper spelling out the scientific and technological Qbjectives of 
the proposed. activities. 

In drawing up the proposal, due account was taken of the findings of the 
evaluation _of the activities carried. out during earlier periods, and 
especially the conclusions and recommendations of the panel, chairea by 
Etienne Davignon, . responsible for the· . five-year evaluation of the 
Framework Programme. 

Six broad themes for activities 

The new approach to defining the· content of the 5th Framework· 
Programme is seen straight away in the following two features: 

For the first time, precise ·objectives, basically of a socio-economic 
nature, have· been set clearly and explicitly for all levels: for t}le 
Framework Programme as a whole; for the progranimes of which it . 
is composed; and lastly for the activities covered by ·those 
programmes; 

In addition, a set of detailed and. objective criteria has been drawn up 
to define the content ·of the Framework Prograinme, grouped 

. together in three "families": social obj~ctives, chief among which is 
·the impact . on . employment; scientific, technological and economic· 
development, the basic objective being to increase the European · 
Union's competitiveness; and last but .riot least the "European added 
value".·· 

Used for the defmi~ion of the content .of the _5th Framework Programme, 
these criteria will continue to be ·applied during the various stages of its 
implementation. 

i 
To make it easier to focus efforts on a smaller number of objectives, the 
5th Framework Programme will be organised on the basis of ·six major 
programmes reflecting the four activities provided for in the Treaty for 
the 'implementation of the framework programmes: 3 "thematic" 
programmes corresponding to the first activity referred to in the Treaty; 
and 3 ·"horizontal" programmes corresponding to activities II, m and IV 
respectively. The general topics of these activities and the reasons for 
selecting the_m· for activities to be conducted at European Union level are 
as follows: 



"Thematic" prouammes 

"Unlocking the resources of the living world and the ecpsystem·" 

AdwznceS in knoWledge and tedrnology as regards the living world and.the environment are essential 
for the implementation qf Euiopean Union policies, in particular in the fields qf hea/Jh, agritukure, 
fis~ and the environment, tis well as its indu.rtriDlpolicy. ·. · . · . . . . · . 

... . 

~n this amtext, a broad range o/new ~.bringing grotvlh and enr/J~; should soon emerge •. 

To ensUI'f! the exploitation qf these marla!ls m order to imprrwe the qualiiy qf life of its citirJmr, the 
Union can build on ·its strong tmdilion in· molecular biology ~ biochemistry, mediall and 
phomuu:eutical resetird., and agricultural and environminlal sciences, and on its great potential in 
the cmrespont!Jng QTf!Q3 qf industry. . . . 

"~reating a user-friendly Information Society" . 
. • I . . 

1'he ctmtion of the Itifo17tlation Society can"malt:e a signjficanl cOntribution to renewed growth and the 
appearance of new kinds of jobs in the Union: the developmenz of iliformation and communications 
technologies and their !'!'Plication will ~to the ctmtion of several miUion jobS in EI.II'Ope. . , 

1he Union is faced with intense international competilion but concerned . to preserve the Cultural 
· diversity which constitutes its wea/Jh., It must thertfore develop ihose teChnologies which wiU ma1t:e it 

· · · possible to create an original and user-{rielidly kind qf Itifonnation Society. ' · · 

1he ltiformation Society entails fundamental indJ.Istrial and social change: its establishment is opening 
.· up many tind Wllied possibililies for new activities, both for individuals and for. companies, in the 
·fields of trade, work, transjJort, t!Jtiucotion, hea/Jh and culture. 1he technologies associated with the 
. Itiformation Society penneate e\8)' kind ·Of induStriDl activity and aU areas of sockty. Their economic 

and social impaCt far exceeds that qf the industries which ·directly produce iliformation · and 
communictztions equipment and services. - _ 

"Promoting competitive and sustainable growth" 

Strengthening the competitiveness of .finns and moving towards harmonious. and sustainable 
development are iwo complementary. and insqxuable objectives for the Union: the produas and 
processes which wiU be competitive and create jobs on tomorrow's markets wiU also be "clean"', 
intelligent produas and processes. · 

, 1he developf!U!nt, distribution and appliCation ·of knowledge and technologies necessary to reach 
· these goals are crucial ft!r the implementation of the Union's industrial policy "ana- its policies in 
nwnerous other fields, especially transport and energy in~ wuio11Sform3. 

In these.fields as in manufaauring industry, the aim-must be to develop and disseniinate high 
value-added systems, products and processes that are at the same tims .coili.jHaitive; economic,. 
efficient tind environmentally safe. . . 

- -
1he objective of c:ompelilive and sustainable growth should also- be extended:to maritime areas 
~to urban. areas, in which most European ~tizens Uve and work. 
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. "Horizontal" prouammes 

"Confirming the international role of European research" 

In a world characterised by incn!4ring globalisation qf economies, problems and issues, inlernotional 
cooperalion has become an impo111Jn1 ospecl ofEU research policy. 

It contributes significanlly to the implemenlatitm qf the Union's t!Xll!mLll policy, especially towards the 
Central and East European accession ctJndidoJes. It may enhance the role of the Union on the 
international stage. 

Scientific and technological cooperation am ~o e...:W~ the Union to develop industrial cooperalion 
and find a foothold in new marlcets. · 

' ' 
/ 

It facilitates the access qf European loboratories and .firms to scientific knowledge avaiuwle outsilk 
the European Union which is useful for the Union's plllpOSes. 

"Innovation and participation of SMEs" 

Innovation is the key faaor in industrial competiliveness. To enable European research to impact fully 
on growth and employment, and to help it achieve concrete outcomes and economically beruficial and 
sociaJly desirable results, mechanisms need to be set up to promote innovation, exploit the results of 
sCientific worlc and stimulale the creation of innovative companies. 

Important vecton and aaon in innovation, SMEr provide two thirds if employment in the European 
Union and should be able to benefit from easy access to the advanced technologies which they need, 
and to the possibilities offered by the Union's research programmes.· 

"Improving human potential" 

In the field of science and technology, as in many others. Europe's prime asset is itS human resources: 
the quality qfits researchers, engineers and technicians. 

In view of foreseeable needs, this human potential must be preserved, must grow in quanlilative tenns 

and must be used to the fulL At the same time, the Union should help to promote European sciimtific 
and technological excellence. 

To identify better current and future trends and economic and societal needs in Europe, it is cilso 
necessary to mobilise the strong European research tradition in economic and social sciences around a 
limiled number of relevant topics. ' 

Organising the programmes; greater focus and efficiency 

The thematic and horizontal programmes are both complementary and 
interrelated. With a view to achieving maximum efficiency (in particular 
with· regard·. to· the exploitation of results and innovation), it is proposed 
that the greatest possible account be taken of the objectives of activities IT, 
lll and IV in the thematic programm~s. -

/· 
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· .. - One of the maiD.. functions of the horizontal programmes is therefore to 
ensure coordiri~ted implemet:ltation of all the activities related to their 
objectives at the level .of the Framework Prograinii:le as a whole. While 
having their own .objectiveS, th~ horizontal programmes will therefore 
help witl:l the harqtonious i~plementation of the thematic programmes .. 

- ' . 

. . The thematic programmes will-be organised irl such~ a way as. to reconcile. 
- the desire to focus efforts. on a limited number of objectives and. the need 
to -maintain .and strengtb._en the European Union;~ science and technology 
base. 

To this en~, each of the three thematic programmes will comprise: 

a series of key actions; 
. . 

activities for research ~d development of generic technologies; 
. . 

activities in support ofresearch infrastructures. 

Content ofthe "thematic" groerammes 

Key actions 
. ~· 

The . key. actions are a major innovation . of the 5th Framework . 
Programme. 16 of them are proposed, a figure ·which should not _be 
exceeded given the desire to ·achieve· concentration within the -5tli 

. Framework Programme. The key actions. are linked to what can today be 
.·· regarded as niajor·economic and social objectives as far as the foreseeable 

future of the ~uropean Union is concerned. The key actions: 

will be defined according to problems to be resolved and explicitly . 
formulated econ(>mic arid social objectives; · · 

. will mobilise~. as part of an ove~an. systems approach, the resources -
of various relevant disciplines, technologies and know-how, and 
relevant expertise of various origins; : . 

. . 
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will cover the whole range of activities needed to achieve their 
objectives, ranging Jrom basic research to development and 
demonstration; 

will Pe firmly rooted in a European context, one of their major 
objectives being to focus public and private research carried out in 
Europe on their particular topic; 

.. 
will be ·-pr~pared and implemented in close consultation with . the 
scientific cotnmuniti, businesses, and more generally all those who 
are ·concerned with. and use research, on the basis of forms of 
as~ociation ~hich may yary .. · 

The key actions are. designed to combine rigour and prectston in the 
definition of the scientific and technological objectives and flexibility_ in 
the condj.tions and means of implementation (a bottom-up approach). In 
all, they will allow for increased flexibility in the · establishment of 
partnerships arid the funding and implementation of the work. 

The activities for research and development of generic technologies 

These activities are the traditional component of earlier framework 
programmes, but .will be conducted in a limited number of areas selected 
on· the basis of the three families of criteria, and will complement the key · 
actions. 

· Their aim is to help to maintain arid develop the flow of ideas and 
knowledge in the European Union, as well as its technological capability, 
in a limited number of priority· areas of research and generic technologies 

. which have many potential applications and are not covered by the key· 
actions. 

The support for research infrastructur~s . 

The twin objective pursued is to help optimise the exploitation of research 
facilities in Europe and increase the consistency of the European ~esearch 
fabric by promoting access to large facilities and centres of excellence, by 
supporting suitable projects, by networking facilities and by developing 
telematics networks for research. 
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Content ofthe "horizontal"prouammes 

The ,"horizontal". programmes are at the crossroads of European Union ·. 
research policy and itS external policy' innovation policy' policy on~ . 
education and training, promotion· of personal mobiiity, as well as its 
social policy and· employment policy. They will comprise: 

coordination, support and accompanying measures for . activities · 
related to' their. respective objectives carried out in the context of the 

·."thematic" prograiilmes; 

. specific activities linked to the objectives of European u·nicm policies 
in their respective fields which canri:ot _fmd their place in the 
"thematic" programnie.s. 

The two categories of activities will be carried out in close coordination 
both with each other and with the corresponding activities under the 
·()thematic" programmes; 

Improved and . ·adaptable implementation; greater flexibility and 
simplicity · 

. ' ' 

To achieve the. objectiv~s assigned to the 5~ Framework .Programme, it 
. ·' ., . 

will be necessary, in addition to revamping the · content, · to broadly· 
·reshape implementation in three ways:. · · 

. . 

by making substantial improvements. in • coordination and· flexibility at 
. all levels; . · , · · · 

· by making judicious use of the available range of implementation -
.mechanisms; 

by improving and adapting management methods ... 

Coordination and flexibility 
. . . 

· An essential feature of the 5th Framework Programme, as compare~ with 
· its predecessors, will be an improvement in~the coordination of activities · 
·and in the flow. of information and results between the progr~mmes,' as 
.well as in the !Jexibility.and response ·capability of the Union's activities. 

. . . .. .. . - I 



Coordination 

Coordination between the different programmes will be achieved through 
· the- key· actions, as well as through coo~dination activities carried out in 

the "hoiizontal" programmes. 

At the same time, coordination between the research programmes and 
other Union activities will be tightened. This will be achieved, as 'tar as 
international scientific and technological cooperation is concerned, by 
developing the links with technical.and economic assistance programmes 
such as PHARE, T ACIS and MEDA, through closer linkage between the -
research programmes and ·the programmes carried out in related areas 
such· as education and training, and with the activities carried out in the 
context_of ~e Structural Funds and other Community policies. 

. ' 

Greater coordination between European and national activities will be 
achieved through the key actions, thrpugh support for. research 
infrastn1ctures, and through cooperation (in particular in the form of joint 
work) with other Europ~an scientific and technological cooperation 
frameworks and organisations, such as Eureka, COST, ESA, EMBL, and 
CERN. 

Flexibility 
- . ' 

lmprove!Dents in. the flexibility and. :response capability of the Union's 
activities will be bro'Qght about by the regular adaptation of the work 
prograinmes_a~ frequently as necessary, and the creation within· each 
programme of a "free space". of limited size. 

The aim is to be able to meet, in_ the shortest possible time, ne_eds arising 
in the areas covered by the Framework Programme which were not 
explicitly foreseen or were not described in detail. The solution adopted 

_· is not to programme the assignment of the entire resources of the specific 
programmes from the outset, but to leave sufficient funds available, .untll 
thr€?e-fifths of the way through the life. of the programmes, so that 
resources can be rapidly assembled on a p_articular topk and rnade 
available in the most appropriate form. (Conversely, it shou19 be possible 
to terminate activities which tum out to be having too-little impact). 



Means of implementation 

The 5th Framework Programme ·will be_ implemented using several types_ 
of mechanism.· 

Shared-cost action 
" . ' -

Much of the Framework Progranuil.e will be implemented by means of 
different types of "indirect actions":· "shared~cost" actions,- concerted 
actions; support for collaborative networks, and demonstration projects . 

. , . 

I)emonstratioli sJtould- play an important role in the implementation of the 
'key actions. Ifl all cases the Commission's contribution will vary 
·according to the type of activities an_d proximity to the market, while 
complying with international rules and the provisic:ms of the -Community~ 
framework for State aid for· research and .development. . . . . 

To ensure the additionality of resources, the Commission will ta_ke 
. account, during the selection of proposals, of the research, investment and 
employment efforts being made by partners. . -

The .fRC 

A second mechanism for implementing the ·5th Framework . Programme 
will be the Joint -Research Centre. The JRC, which has its own 

. evaluation capacity~_ is an impartial and independent scientific body. 
. / . . 

The bulk ~f its contribution to the 5th. Framework Programme_ will be- in . 
_areas corresponding· to this feature _and to the _objectives of ~e ·major . 

_ Union policies.-. A _leitmotiv for these activities will b~ "Research at -the 
-- service of the iJU!ividual aiul _ citizens" (health,. safety; environment,_ 

consumer protection,_ action to combat fraud)~ . 
. . . . . ' . 

The JRC will also ·continue to carry out activities in the. context· of a· 
"competitive" ·approach, by getting as ·close as possible to the en~-users _ 
ofjts research, and in particular European industry, and by developing 
collaboration networks with other research bodies in the Member States. -
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Other means: links with COST and Eureka 

Combining the resources of the Framework Programme with those of the 
European cooperation frameworks COST and Eureka makes it possible to 
.increase the size and · imp~ct of . the activiti~s undertaken. Simple and 
efficient ·ways of associating · European Union projects with COST and 
Eureka projects will therefore·be developed . 

. The Framework Programme, COST and ·Eureka should become closely 
complementary .. COST can give the Framework Programme the benefit 
of its flexibility and exploratory approa~h. Eureka can offer it prospects 
as regards the exploitation of results and market access: efforts. will 
therefore be made to enSure that a bridge exists between the Framework 
Programme and Eureka, as work progresses, results are produced and 
projects get closer to the market, and as it )Jecomes possible ·to define 
more detailed objectives .. This approach will apply as a matter of priority 
to the most significant projects developed in the context of the key 
actions. 

Articles 130 k, I and n 

Use can be made of these articles to supplement the. other activities under 
the Framework Programme, notably to implement activities of particular. 
interest only to a certain number of .Member States. Depending on the 
desire of Member States to embark on this type of initiative, one or more · 
projects . could be launched on this basis, arising from certain of the 

· activities foreseen in the various programmes. 

Improved and adapted management methods 

During the various consultation exercises it was unanimously agreed that 
the 5th Framework Programme should. be implemented using modem, 

. well-adapted,_ efficient and transpa~ent management methods .. 

. Substantial progress has been· made in ·this . connection in . recent yea.rs. 
Additional improvements will be made concerning, in particular, the 
streamlining of procedures and the reduction of delays. The objective is 
both to reduce the level of oversubscription and to .1mprove access to 
programmes, notably for SMEs. 
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Where deadlines 'are concerned, a balance. must be struck between the 
desire to process -proposals rapidly and the· requirements· concerning the 
quality and objectivity .of the evaluation, as well as ihe question of legal_ 
certainty. · 

Steps will be taken to improve inaliagement in particular by: 

pursuing a new approach . to management, freed Jrom all ' 
compartmentalisation, with ·use b~ing- made · of · methods . of a 
"collegial" nature; 

adapting the management structure to the requirements of the 5th 
Framework Programme 

.. To- save a great deal of time in· the processing of dos~iers, and more 
generally_ to increase the overall efficiency of the ip1plementation of the 
Framework Programme, in the final analysis,_ the only solution is to give· 
the Commission_ the means to fully ·exercise the. powers of programme · 
i~plementation which have been conferred on it. 

Tp_is ·is the opinion of the _ Framework Programme Evaluation Panel, 
which al~o recommends simplifying . the current two-stage adoption and 
implementation -procedure . (Framework Prograin.nle and specifi~ 
programmes), by making the Framework -Programme itself legally 

I ' • • > • 

enforceable . 

. -As the provisions of the Treaty now stand, ·the Commission envisages that 
action· should be taken at ·the level of the decisions made on the specific' 

. . . ·. i 

programmes. It plans to propo~e in this context that the . bulk ·of the· · 
authority for implementing- programmes -· ~hould be delegated· to · the 
Commission alone, with the Prograinme Coinffiittees simply pronouncing 
on general matters (work programmes, adjustment of the indicative · 
allocation. ofthe amount) ~nd. not on ll;ldividual measures 0 • 

. . 
. . . 

With their composition and operation geared to the structure and contents · 
of the six major programmes,. the Programme Committees will continue 
to have their privileged position as a forum for monitoring programme 
Implementation, providing an interface between· Union policy and the 

·. national research policies and,discussing the future priorities arid medium- . 
and.long-term strategies for the field concerned. 

·, 
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One ·difficulty in programme implementation concerns _ the disparity of 
treatment of research fellows in the Member States, highlighted in the 
Green Paper entitled "Education~ training 1 · research: the obstacles to 
transnational mobility". In the context of the "Improving . hwnan 
·potential" programme, the- Coffimission will pave- the '\Vay for an 
appropriate Community framework to rectify this situation. . 

Legislation 

The Framework Programme will only become properly attuned to the 
research needs of the Union once the Member States adopt it by qualified 
. majority rather than unanimously. · 

This is regarded as essential by the Framework Programme Evaluation 
Panel. It is on the agenda of the Intergovernmental Conference. 

On the hypothesis that the IGC does· indeed decide along these lines, the 
President of the Evaluation Panel suggested that the ~ouncil, anticipating 

· the Member States' ratification of the IGC's conclusions, could already 
act as if ~e rule of qua_lified majority ~ere in place. 

In view ~f the smaller numb~r of programmes envisaged, the 5th 
Framework Programme as proposed could in any case be decided upon 
and implemented on the basis ·of about half as many as the 25 decisions
needed for the 4th Framework Programme. 

Alongside 2 Decisions for the EC Framework Programme and the 
Euratom Framework Programme (covering activities· in the area of 

. nuclear fission safety and controlled thermonuclear fusion) . respectively, 
11 separate Decisions would need to be ~dopted: 

' 

· six for the six ."thematic" and "horiZontal" programmes; 

one for, the activities of the· specific programme . "promoting 
competitive and sustainable growth" with regard to nuclear energy; 

two for ~e JRC's activities in the E~ and Euratom fields 
respective! y; 

two . for the participation rules in the EC and Euratom fields 
:respectively. 
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Financial and budgetary aspects 
' -

· Since the European ~ouncil in Edinburgh in· December. 1992, ·· research 
has been the most important item ~d a main priority' of Category m of 

·the Union budget. The priority attached. to research was ·confirmed by the 
-commission in its preparation of the 1997 budget and in its discussion last 
January on. budgetary and political priorities for 1998. 

In the first ·.working . paper on the · 5th f.ramework Programme .. of 
. 20 November 1996 the Commission underlined this pdority and reached a· 
number of conclusions regarding the overall· fu~ding ·of the .5th 

· Framework Programme: "Research expenditure now appears in category ,· 
III (internal policies) oj-rhe financial perspective. It is by far the biggest 
~omponent; represent{ng .as it does 6o% of the .fiuuJs available Under. that. 

· heading in ·accordance with the spirit of the Edinburgh agreement . 
(between ·one half imd two-thirds of category· -III of the financial --

. perspective). This approach could be followed for the 5th Framework · 
Programme. Expected GNP growth will be taken into. consideration in the 
forecasts of what might constitute an appropriate level for research 
expenditure in the Union." 

. Th~ bulk of the 5th. Framework ProgramrD.e (1998.:.2002) will be executed· 
under the new fmancial framework due to succeed the current_ one (1993-
1999),. which. the Commission will be proposing· in July immediately after 
the IGC. That is why the Commission· is not yet able to make a formal 

.· .- proposal for the overall funding of the 5th Framework PrograiDlile. 

To be able to start- implementing the 5th Framework Progr~unine at the. 
beginning of 1999. (the 4th FP ends at the end of 1998) · in accordance \Yith 
the forecasts ~d iri compliance with the requirements of SEM 2000, a . 
,very strict timetable will have to be adhered to. The 5th Fra~ework 
Programme should thus be adopted· by .the Council and the European 
Parliament, acting under the co-decision procedure, . in the first quarter of 
1998. The specific programmes should be adopted by the Council· (with · 
only an opinion froin the Parliament) by summer 1998. This would enable 
the progr~Iillile committees to· be set up, the work programmes established 
and the first calls for proposals to.be sent out iD. the-autUmn of 1998. 

In yiew of these constraints, the.Cominission needs t9 ·make a formal 
proposal- right away - as it has alr~dy undertaken to do. It will ." 
supplement the proposal with an overall figure for .rmancing as soon 

. as it adopts its proposal· on the next rmancial· framework immediately 



after the IGC ends in July-1997. However, the Commission considers 
that. the average percentage ·of EU GNP reached by the 4th 
Framework Programme between 1995 and 1998 · must represent a 
minimum for the . overall fundin_g of the 5th Framework Programme 
expressed as a percentage of average forecast GNP between 1999 and 
2002. 

The annual appropriations will be authorised by the budgetary authority 
. within the limits of the finanCial perspective and within the maximum 
ov"'"erall amount foreseen in the Treaty for the Framework Programme_. 

·In this context the Commission. considers that the indicative breakdown of 
the financial enve,lope corresponding to each of the activities proposed. in the 
5th Framework Programme· should be according to the percentage figures 
given in the table below. 

Certain aspects of this should be highlighted: 

The indj.cative breakdown between the three thematic programmes of 
the first activity. of the EC Framework Programme· is in three equal 
parts. 

The perc_entage devoted to the fourth activity of the EC Framework 
Programme (encouraging the training and mobility of researchers) on 
the basis of the programme on ·"Improving Human Potential" is the 
subject of a tangible increase. 

The percentage reseiVed for the EURATOM programme suffers a 
reduction with respect to previous Fratll.ework Programmes, 

Beyond this, the sums allocated to direct actions (JRC) or actions which 

resemble · direct actions (Nuclear fusion2) cannot decrease to below an 
· incompressible minimum in their absolute value, without ptejudice t06 the 
percentage figure which has been reserved for them. 

l- Although formally an indirect action the Fusion programme is in fact an integrated, programme 
which brings together the totality of Community and national activities in this field 



Breakdown .in percentage of the fmancial envelope of the framework programmes 
~5th FPRD: 

84' First action (Thematic RTD 
programmes) of which: 

28 -Living world and ecosystem 
,. 

EC 28 -Information society 
" 

' ' 

28 -Competitive and sustainable growth 
"'" ___ ,_ ___ 

"'"~-------------------------Framework Indirect actions 86 3.5 Second action 
·programme ' "'"~t~~,!~~!L~EI?.~!tio.!ll_...: ----~ --f.---- f.----

2.5 .- Third action 
(Dissemination and optimisation of 

f.---- f.----
~!l!!~L _____ ..: _________ ~~-...:...:.._ 

10 Fourth action 

~--- ~--- {;T~!!.i!!&!Jl_d_!!!~b_ili_tr.2!:.~~e~cE~~---

' 100 Sub-total ,.....;;.. ___________ 
---

Direct actions 5 -

QRCl_ ·. 
"'"'' -- -------- --- -

·' 

Sub-total 91 
-

EURATOM Indirect aCtions 7 

f-<!'!!~~l!_+f~!i.2!Y_-
f· 

f----

·' 

Framework Direct actions 2 
' ' 

programme f-~~)_ ________ 
1---.-" 

Sub-total 9 

TOTAL - 100 
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Conclusion 

In preparing the 5th Fr.amework Programme, the Commission has had the 
benefit of ideas from many sources, and in particular the. European 
·Parlhiment own-initiative report, the official contributions from the 
Member States, and the opinions of EST A, IRDAC and CREST. 

As· recommended by the Evaluation Panel, it is proposed that a new type 
of Framework Programme be established, defined on the basis of a s.eries 
of choices and priorities· going beyond the mere juxtaposition of the 
wishes of the various parties, and conceived according to the interests and 
objectives of the European Union. 

The discussions arising from the· first three .documents submitted }?y the 
Commission~ in particular at a major conference held on 28 February and 
l·March 1997, have highlighted-the existence of a g~nuine consensus with 
regard to several aspects of the proposed approach. 

·The discussions which will shortly commence on this formal proposal 
shoulcl rapidly confirm the common desire of the Member States· and 
Parliament to put this approach into practice; thus enabling the. European . 
Union to make its contribution towards "Inventing Tomorrow" for the · 
benefit of European citizens. 
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PROPOSAL FORA DECISION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF 
. THE COUNCrL CONCERNING THE F'IF"IH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME 

OF·THE EUROPEAN CO~ FOR RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGICAL 
DEVELOP:MENT AND DEMONSTRATION ACTIVITIES . 

· (1998-2002) 97/0119 (COD) 

' . 
THE EUROPEAN. PARLIAMENT· AND THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
UNION, 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community, and in particular 
Article 130i(1) thereof, 

·Having regard to the proposal from the Commission1, . 

Having regard to the opinion ofthe Economic and Social Committee2,. · . . 

· Having regard to the opinion of the Committee of the Regions3, 

. Acting in accordance with the procedure ,laid down in Article 189b of the Treaty", 

Whereas a rnultiannual . framework programme covering all Community activities, 
including d~monstration activities, in the field of research· and technological development. 
should be adopted; · 

·. Whereas, in accordance with Article 4(2) of Decision No· 111 0/94/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 26 April 1994 concerning the fourth framework 
programrile of the European Community activities in the field of research, technological 
development· and demonstration (1994 ~o 1998)5, amended by Decision No 616/96/EC6, 

the Commission is required to have an external · assessment .conducted into the 
management of and progress with Community activities cairied out during the five-years 
preceding. that assessment, prior to presenting its proposal for a Fifth Framework 
Programme; whereas that assessment, the conclusions thereof and the Commission's 
comments have. been communicated to the European Parliament, the CounCil, the 
Economic and Social Committee and _the Committee of the Regions; · · 

. . 

- Whereas on 10 July '1996 the; Commission adopted a communication 7 setting out the 
· preliminary guidelines for the Fifth Framework Programme, stressing the need for the 

2 

3 

4 

OJ No L 126, 18. 5.1994, p. 1. 

6 . OJ No L 86, 4.4.1996, p: 69. 

7 COM (96)332 final. 
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latter to meet economic and social needs as a ·matter of priority; whereas that 
communication was followed by a first working paper of 20 November 1996,8 which 
provided more· details ·about the proposed objectives and the implementation 

. mechanisms, and then a second working paper of 12 Februcuy 1997,9 which set out in 
detail the possible content of the Fifth Framework Programme; . 

Whereas _the objectives- of the Community's research and technological development 
policy reflect current thinking abQut the challenges which the Community must meet and 
the opportunities which it intends· to addr~ relating, as a matter of priority, to the 
problems of society, industrial competitiveness, job creation, quality of life, globalisation 
of knowledge, contributing to the development and implementation of the Community's 
policies in line with Article not: paragraph 1 of the Treaty, and the role pf the 
Community in the world as a focal point of scientific and technological excellence; 

Whereas the Fifth Framework: Programme should therefore focus, in the context of the 
first activity referred to in Artie]~ l30g of the Treaty, on a limited number of topics· 
covering activities -for the research and development of generic technologies, actions 
which bring together this type of activities in a coherent whole, targeted strategically on 
one and the same mobilising topic (hereinafter referred to as "key actions"), and support 
for research infrastructures; · 

_Whereas, in addition, the Fifth Framework Programme should, in the context of the 
second, third and fourth activities referred to in Article l30g of the Treaty, include topics 
covering aspects specific to them and others, for horizontal coordination, in support of 
and iriteracting with activities of the same type carried out urider the first activity; 

Whereas this approach :presupposes the maintenance and strengthening of the potential. 
for scientific, technical and technological excellence existing within the _ Commu~ty 
taking full account of the efforts made by its main intet:national partners; whereas this 
potential concerns both physical and non-tangible infrastructure and the human 
resources; 

Whereas it is appropriate, in this same framework, to place special emphasis on small and 
medium-sized enterprises (S.MEs), which generate a great deal of employment, on the · 
diffusion and transfer of results, on innovation and on the training and mobility of 
researchers; · 

Whereas the foirnulation and implementation of the C9mmunity' s- policies and actions 
must take into account the objectives related to econoiJJic and social cohesion; whereas, 
in accordance with this principle, the framework programme must contribute to the 
harmonious development of the Conirnunity while maintaining-scientific excellence as an 
essential criterion; whereas it is ·therefore necessary to strengthen the synergy between 
research and technological development activities and the action undertaken by the 
Commuruty through the structural funds; .-

8 COM (96) 595 final. 

9 COM (97) 47 final. 



Whereas, in accordance with the principles -of subsidiarity- and proportionality- as 
provided for iti Artic;:le 3b of the Treaty, the objectives of Community research and 
technological development policy reflected in. the Fifth Framework Programme cannot be 
sufficiently achieved by the Memoer States, since they require the establishment of a 
critical mass in human and financial terms and a· combination of-expertise exceeding the 
confines ofa single Member State; whereas these objectives can therefore, in view of the 
multiplier effects that they generate, be better achieved at Community level; whereas this 
Decision is limited to the minimum required to achieve these objectives and does not 
exceed what is necessary to this end; · 

Whereas the Community's -financial participation in the actions · of the framework 
.programme maybe varied at the level of the specific programmes according to the nature 
of the activities concerned and the proximity to the market, in specific and duly justified 
cases; ·in compliance with international rules and .the provisions of the Community. 
Framework for State aid for tesearch and developinent10, in particular points 5.12 and 
5.13 thereof; · · · -

Whereas the criteria that nave been laid down to choose the topics covered by the :fifth 
Framework Programme and the related scientific and technological objectives· take .into 
account the above-mentioned principles; whereas those criteria should also be applied to -
the implementation of the Fifth Framework Programme in order to erisure consistency; . 

Whereas, in the implementation of the Fifth Framework Programme, a fair balance must · 
be struck within the themes and in particular between the activities for research and . 
development of generic technologies and the key aCtions~ between the different themes of 
the Fifth Framework Programme, and between the Fifth Framework Programme and·any 
other instrument with a direct or indirect link with the latter; · 

Whereas the Joint Research Centre will contribute"-towards the implementation· of .the . 
framework programme in the areas of activities in which it provides· impartial and . 
independent expertise and the scientific and technical support needed for implementation 
of the various CommunitY policies, and in addition, it will participate~ in the context· of 

. . consortia, in carrying out r~search activities foreseen by way of 4ldirect actions; 

Whereas it is. necessary to take mto account th~ ethical aspects of advances in knowledge. 
and technologies and their application, and to conduct research activities in compliance 

. with fundamental ethical-principles and with the protection of privacy; · 
. . . 

Whereas, in addition to ~e annUal report. to be ~ubmitted to the European Parliament· 
and the Council pursuant to Article 130p of ·the Treaty, in accordance with the 
recommendations to be implemented in respect of transparency and sound and efficient 
management, · it· is necessary to adopt arrangements for the systematic. examination of the 

· progress of the Fifth Framework Programme and its evaluation; 

Whereas, in order to. ensure consistency betw.een the research -~ctivities undertaken u~der 
the Treaty. establishing the European Community and those carried out under the 

1o OJC 45, 17.2.1996, p.5 
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Euratom Treaty, the Decision concerning the framework programme for nuclear resear~h 
and training activities should be adopted at the same time as and for the same period as 
this framework programme; 

Wher~ the Scientific and Technical Research Committee (CREST) has been consulted, 



HAVE DECIDED AS FOLWWS: 
,_·. 

Article 1 

I. , A. multiannual -framework programme for. all· Community activities,. including 
' demonstration activities, in the field of research and technological development, 

hereinafter referred to as the_ ''Fifth Fiamework Programme", _is hereby a4opted for 
the period I998-20Q2. · · 

2. The Fifth Framework Programme shall, in accordance with Article 130g of the· 
Treaty, comprise four' Community activitie·s. The. first Community actiVity shall 
relate to the folloWing three themes: . · · · · 

' ·. 

(a) . unlocking the resources·of_the Jiving world and the ecosystem~ 
. -- . \. 

, ·.(b) creating a· user-friendly .infonnation _socie~~ . 

· (c) ·. promotingcm~.1petitiv~ and Sl]stainable growth. ·, 

The second~ third and fourth Community activiti~s shall relate to the following 
· three themes respectively: 

(a) · · conf!rming the intet:national role ofCo~unity research;:_ 

(b) innovation and participation of small and medium-sized enterprises;·_ 

(c) r improving human potential .. 

The latter three. themes will also ~e taJcen into account in the context of'the first 
' Community activity. 

. . . . . . 

- 3. The. criteria for selecting the themes referred to in paragraph. 2 and the related 
objectives are sef out in Annex I. They will ~apply for the implementation of the 
Fifth Framework_ Programme. · · · · 

'4. The general outliries of the Community activities; their scientific and technological 
"objectives and the related priorities are. set out in Annex IT. 

Article 2 

1. The ritaxiintim overall amount for _Community financi8.1 participation m the 
Fifth Framewqrk Progranuile shall be ECU [ ... ]:million. 

2: --Annex in fixes the respective shares in each of the Community activities envisaged. 
in Article I and · indicates the breakdown between the themes in - the·· first 
Community_ activity defined in Article 1(2) .. 
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Article 3 

1. The Fifth Framework Programme shall be· implemented through seven specific 
· programmes, three of which correspond tQ the three themes of the first Commuruty 

activity, three are linked to the Second, third and fourth Community activities 
respectively, and one is a programme specific to the Joint Research Centre . 

. Each specific programme shall specify the. detailed rules for its implementation, fix 
· its duration and provide for the means deemed necessary. _ 

- . -
. . 

2. Implementation of the Fifth Framework Programme may give rise, where 
necessary, to supplementary programmes within the meaning of Article 130k, to . 
C~mmunity parti~ipation. in research and development progranimes. undertaken by 
sevefal Member States within the meaning of Article 130~ or to the setting-up of 
joint undertakings or any other structure within the meaning' of Article 130n. It 

· may also give rise to cooperation with third countries or international organisations 
within the meaning of Article 130m. 

Article 4 

The detailed .rules for financial participation by the Community in the. Fifth Framework 
. Programme shall_ be those laid down ·in accordance With the special· provisions 
concerning research . and techn'Ological development appropriations in the Finiu:J,cial 
Regulation applicable to the general budget of the E~ropean Communities, as 
supplemented by Annex IV to this Decision. 

Article 5 

1. . The Commission shall exaffiine each year, with the help of appropriately qualified 
independent experts, the implementation of the Fifth Framework Progr8.Jl!ll1e and 
its specific programmes in the light. of the criteria set out in particular in Annex I. 
It shall asse~. in particular, whether the objectives, priorities and financial~ 
resources are still appropriate to the changing sitUation. 'Where appropriate, it 
shall submit proposals to adapt or supplement the framework programme and/or-
the specific programmes. · 

2. Before submitting its proposal for a Sixth .Framework Pro'granune, the Commi~sion 
shall have an external assessment conducted by mdependent high-level experts into 
the. implementation or' Community activities carried out during the five .years 
preeeding that assessment in the light of the criteria set out in particular in Annex I. 

- The Commission shall commurucate the conclusions thereof, . accompaiiied by i~s 
comments, to the European Parliament, the Council, the Econo~c and Social 
Committee and the Committee of the Regions. · 

.. 
3. The independent ~rts referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be chosen by the 

Commission,. which shall take account, in a balanced fashion, of the various 
research players. 
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Article 6 
' . . . . .. 

All the: research activities conducted. pursuant: io the Fifth Framework Programme shall . 
~e carried out in compliance with fundamental ethical principles. 

Done at Brussels, ... · . · 

For the European Parliament 
.The President · 

. I 

I .-, 

' ~.. . 
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· For the Council 
The President· 
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ANNEX I 

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING T.HF: ~MES AND OBJECfiVES OF 
COMMUNIT)' ACTIVITIES 

The implementation· of the EUropean Community's research and technological 
development policy is based on the twin· principles of· scientific and technological · 
excellence and the relevance of research activities to the objectives of the Treaty 
establishing the European Community. · ' 

In pursuit of a cost-benefit approach dictated by concern for optimum· allocati·on of 
European public funding, the choice of themes for the 5th Frainework Programme and 
the relate<I objectives is made ori the ba8is of a set of common criteria, divided into three 
categories. 

• Criteria related.to social objectives: 

improving the ·employment situation, 

- promoting the quality of life and health,. 

- preserving the environment, 

in order to further major social objectives of the Community reflecting the expectations 
and concerns of its citizens. 

• Criteria related to economic development and scientific and technological prospects: 

- areas whicli are exp(mding and create good growth prospects, 

areas in which Community businesses can and must become more competitive, · 

- areas in which prospects of significant technological progress are opening up. 

• Criteria related to the Community. "value added" and the subsidiarity principle:_ : 

need to establish a "critical mass" in human· and financial terms,· and the 
combination of the complementary expertise available in the variaus Member States, . . 

- significant contribution. to the implementation of one or more Community policies, . 

- addressing of problems arising ai Community level or questions relating to aspects 
of standardisation or connected with the development of the European area, 

so as to select only objecti~s which cannot be achieved through private research alone 
and are more effectively pursued·at.the Commu_n{ty level by means ofrese~ch.activities 
conducted at that level. · 

These criteria will be used, and where necessary supplemented, for the implementation of 
the 5th Framework Programme, in order to define the specific programmes and select the 
research and technological development activities, including demonstration activities. 
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ANNEX II 
BROAD LINES OF COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES 
SCIENTIFIC AND .TECHNICAL OBJE~ 

. L THEMES AND ORGANisATION OF THE sm ~WORK PROGRAMME 

:fu ~~ce ~th Article 130g of the EC TreatY. the Sth Framework ;pro~e will comprise fonr . 
activities: · 

- the first activity covers the research. technologica,l deveiopment and denionstratioO: pr9grammes~ 
- . the ·second activity is aimed at.proliloting cooperation ·on research. techliological development and · 

demonstiation with third CountrieS 8nd internatloilal organisations; · · , 
the : third activitY eon~rns the dissemi~on and optimisation of the results o{ research. 
technqlogical development-and demonstration 3;Ctivities; · · 
the fourth activity is intended to stim~ate the trainiilg and.mobility of scientists. 

I·' 

1. CONTENT AND ORGANISA TI«?N OF THE FIRST ACTiviTY 

· The rcisearch. technological ~elopment and demonstration programmes will eomprise: 
. .. ~ . . . ·. . 

- . ·~key actions"; ' 
- activities for research and development of generic technologies; 

activities in 'support of research infrastructures. '· . · 

In ·addition, in the framework of a· coherent approach involving also the ~nd, t4frd and fourth 
activities, these pro~es will implement. in their fesPective areas, actions contributing to the aims of 
these activities. 

a) · "Key acti~ns" 

The aim of the key aCtions i~ tO mobilise, in the context of an Overall approach. the reso~ of different . 
,disciplines, technologies· and know-bow and _related skills of various origins. They .will fit into a 
European context and brfug together a maximum of public and.private effort on the subject concerned. 
The key acti.ons have been strategically selected.on the.basis of the probiems. to be resolved and explicitly 
formulated economic and social objectives.. •· 

The. research activities carried out in this context will cx)ver, the entirC spectrum of activities needed to 
achieve the objectives. and range from basic research through development to demonstration. 

. . 

b) ·Activities for the research and development of generic teclm~logies. 
. . ' . ' 

These activitieS, which are to be cairied. out in a limited number of areas selected using the criteria set 
out in Annex I, will-complement the key actions. Their main aim is to help the European CommunitY 
maintain and improve ~e flow Qf ideas and knowledge and iJs kchnological capability in those areas of 
research. and erutblini technologies which have many and varied potential applications but are riot 
covered·by the key actions. 

) 

c) Support for research infrastructures 

The aim isto encourage optimum use to be IWKle, ~the Community's research i.nfr3structure and to . 
improve the consistency of the European research fabric. 
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2. CONTENT AND ORGANISATION OF THE SECOND, THIRD AND FOURTH 
ACfiVITIES 

The horizontal themes are at the crossroads. of the European Community's research policy and 
· resJ>ectively its external policy, innovation policy, :pOlicy oil education and training and the promotion of 

personal mobility, aDd its social and employment policy. · 

Each of them c:Omprises: 

- specific activities linked to the general objectives of the European Community's policy with regard to 
external relations, innovation and huniati resources which are not carried out as part of the themes of the 
first activity; . 

- ·activities essentially in the fonD. of coordiliation, ·support and accompanying. aCtivities to ensure the 
coherence of equivalent activities carried out under the themes of the first activity. 

3. · THE JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE 

The Joint Research Centre is the scientific and technical body which the Commission needs to perform . 
the tasks that it is empowered to conduct. The scientific and technological objectives of its activities are 
located· more especially in areas requiring impm:tial and independent expertise at European <;ommunity 
level and in areas related tO the objectives of its milin policies. ' 

These ·activities correspond to the scientific and technological objectives of the 5~ Framework 
· Prograriune descn"bed below, but must also respond to the requirements of and changes in the various 
· Community policies .where these reSult in specific research and development requirements, in particular 
when the Joint Research Centre's neutrality is essential. · 

••••• 
•• 

ll. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES 

FIRST ACTIVITY 

1. UNLOCKING THE RESOURCES OF THE LIVING WORLD AND THE .ECOSYSTEM 

Improving tire quality of life 111111 health tUuJ tUidresSing environmentlll piobkma tll'e major challenges 
and the Comnumity plans to ~them by helping to increaselcnoWledge aiul develop.teclanologies in 
the fields of the livU.g world and the ~m;vironment. 

At the silme time, progress U. this lll'etJ will help to inCrease the competitiveness of the Community's 
enterprises by openuig up 11ew prospects U. lll'ellll ;, wlaicla tlte Comnuutity already Jaa " strong hand, 
sucla u biotechnology, agro-industry, and tlte fields of health and tlte environment. 

a) . Key actions 

.i) The living world and the ecosystem (1): health and food 

. . 
The aim of this key action is to promote the development of knowledge; technologies and methods, 
based on biotechnology, for example:, to produce a safe, healthy, balanced and varied food supply for 

. consumers. This requires as a priority: · · · 

· • the development or·new processing methods to improve food quality; 
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* the development oftests to detect and processes to eliminaie infeCtious and to~kagents; 
* study of the role "of food in preserving health. in partictilar from the point. of view of nutrition, 

epideoliology ~public health. _ .. · · · · 

· . ii) Tbe living world and the ecosystem (D): control of viral and.~tber infectious diseases . 
. ··The prlonty objectives of this key action are the fight against Aids and contror of the "new plagues" · 

(such as the reapPearance oftubefculosis and the emergence ofdi~ linked to new or mutant agents). 
Close attention is to be paid to: . · · · 

· • the development of vaccines,· especially against viral diseases; 
• treatment and prevention strategies; 

I 

• aspects connected With public health and ~liveiy systems. 

iii) · Tbe living world and the ecosystem (Ill): tb~ "cell factory" 

This key action is aimed at helping the. Community;s enterpriSes exploit the adv8nces .made in life 
sciences and teehnologies. particularly in the fields of health and the enVironment. It is aim~ at .the 

· development of multidisciplinaiy technologies · based on exploitation of. the properties of micro
organisms, plants arid animals at the cellular and sub-cellular _levels .. The objective is to develop new 
bio-moiecwes with high added"'-'Value capable of enhancing the quality of life and health. including: · 

• . new health products (for example, antibiotics and anti-cancer agents);· 
• waste biotreatment processes;_ , . 
• new biological proceSses for the agri.:.food industiy .. 

. ' ,· '· . 

iv) Tbe living world and the etosystem (IV): management·and quality of water 

. The aim of this key action is to· produce the knowledge and technologies needed for the _rational 
management of water resources for domestic .needs and those of industJy and agriculture. Among the 
priority fields concerned are: ' 

• treatment and purification technologi~; 
* technologies for monitoring the quality and the level ofgroundwater and surface waters; 

. • surveillance, early warning and communication systems; 
* technologies for the regulati~n of stocks and technologies for arid: ~d semi-arid regiQnS. 

v) ne living world and.tbe ecosystem (V): environment and health 

The ai~ of this key actlon is to help reduce the adverse impact on liealth of changes ·in the environment· 
.: It covers in particular issues such as. prevention and the effects on heatth of air pollution, heavy metals 

and toxic substances, noise, climatic changes and electroinaSnetic radiation. as . well as the effects of \ . 
pollution at the workplace: It includes as a priority: . · 

• q}ideniiological studies; , . . . . . 
•' the development of·new methods of diagnosi~.riSk assessment and prevention; 
• the developmeni o(processes to reduce causes and haimfui healih effects. 

vi) Tbe living world . and. the ecosystem (VI): integrated dc:v~lopment of rural and c~astal 
areal 

. . . . . .· . . . 

The aim is to mobilise the knowledge and technologies needed to implement innovative approaches to .. 
- production and exploitation, . adapted to recent adjustments in the common agncul~ and fisheries 

policies, whilst also providing the scientific basis for Community regulations. Priority areas include: . 

"... 
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• new systems of production and exploitation in agriculture, forestry, fishing and aquaculture, taking 
into aCcount profitability, the sUstainable management of resources, product quality and employment; 

• -non-food uses; · · 

• methods of control; 
• the production of new oiodels for the. sustainable development of rural and coastal areas based on 

optimisation of the specific potential of eaeh area, the diversification of activities and land use, and 
the involvement of the people concerned 

b) Activities for the research and devdopment of ~eneric technologies · 

Work will focus on priority research to' support: 

• the fight against age-related illnesses aild health problems (e.g. Alzheimer's disease), degenerative 
cUsease5 (in particular cancer and diabetes), cardio-vascular diseases, diseases of genetic origin and 
rare. diseases; research into geitofnes and the neurosciences; . . 

• the improvement of health systems, the enhancement of health and safety at work, and the fight 
·against drug-related public health problems; · 

• the fight against major natural and technologi~l Juwlrds through the development of forecasting, 
preVentioD, iinpact assessment aild Jilitigation techniques; 

• . understanding of the pi'ocesses and intei'actions involved in. "global change" ·on land, at sea and in 
the atmosphen::, as well as their unpact on ecosystems; . 

• the development of generic Earth observation . technol9gies, notably satellite technologies, 1 for 
enviionmental monitoring and resources and ecosystem management; 

•- the ·study of problems relating to biomedical ethics and bioethics in the context of a respect for 

fundamental human valuesl; . 
• the study of the socio-economic aspects of development of the life sciences and technologies arid of 

environmental change within the perspective of sustainable development (the impact on society, the 
economy and employment). · 

·c) Support for research infrastructures 

The priority is to make· optimum use, at_ Community level, of databases 3nd collections of biological 
materi~, centres for clinical trials, marine research facilities and computer centres for climate studies. 

2 

There will be specific coordination ·or the activities relating to "space technology" applications 
· carried out within each of the tbrCe thematic programmes.· · 

No research activity which modifies or is intended to modify the genetic heritage of human beings 
by alternation of germ cells or by acting·at anY other stage in embryonic development and which can 
make such alteration heritable will be cafiied out under the present Framework Programme. In the 
same W3y, no research activity, Understood within the term "cloning" will be conducted with the 

·aim of replacing a germ or embryo cell nucleus with that of the· cell of any indivi~ual, from an · 
. embryo or coming from a later stage of development to the human embry9. 

,To the extent possible, animal experiments. and tests on animals should be replaCed with in vitro or 
other alternative methods. Modification of the genetic heritage of animals and animal cloning will 
be envisaged within the curn::nt FramewOrk Programme only for objectives which are justified on 
ethical grounds and to the extent that the operations involved are effected on an ethical basis. with 
respect for the well being of animals and the principie5 of genetic diversity. 
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2. CREATING A USER-FRIENDLY INFORMATION SOCIETY 

The tulvent of the Jnfomuztiolt Socidy. i.r opening "P il.e pos.sibiliiy of t1 wide rt~~~ge oj new lldivities, . 
for both intlivUb.llls tuUl compt111ia of the CoiiiiiUIIIity, . ~ the .fiel4r of trtule, work, . transport, 
environment, ~~~ tuUla.biing, hetdtli tuUl e~~lture. Continuous q[orls in reltltion to resetuch, 
techlrologictd tleve/opmeid tuUl W:h110klgy ~ ~~re neCes.wry to retlliU the juu potelitUz! of the 
lnfornuztion Society. The technologictll rimge of key lldiolu- llllows the possibility · of iJ jlexible 
concentration t111d t1 dynlllllic implelnentll.tin of the lldivities, reflecting_ socio-ecolromicpliorities. 

These effo~ 1IUISt, in . .U lldi11ities, ~ the·,.;.,~ is.slles such 118 ~ · etue ·of use, cost
effecii.,eness tuUl intero~ility, 118 well118 ~nomic impiu:t.. 

a) Key actions 

i) Information Soci~ty (1): systems and services for citizen 

The aim of .this key action is to provide users with easier access at the loweSt cost to. quality general:: 
ptirpose services and boost the. industry providing .these services. In this eontext. it will be based on the 

· following priorities: · 

* as 'regards h~th and the elderly: on computerised. medical systems, on seCure bigh~ty health 
netWorks aDd telemedicine, on advanced iiiterfaces and .on tele-systems to integrate the elderly and 
the disabled into society; · 

* as regards the public. authorities: on systenis utilising multimedia and· tele-systems;.. · 
· * as regards the envirOnment: on intelligent systems for analysis, . Surveillance, management and· early · 

warning;. . . . 
* as regards transport: on the advanced intelligent systems ne;eded for mimagement and assoeiated tete

services. 

ii)' . Info~ation Society (i:I): -~ew .methods of work 'and electromc trading 

The aim of this key ~on is tobelp companies operate more efficiently and to make trading in~ 
and services more efficient The priority topics will ~: ' 

* flexj.ble, mobile and remote working methods, for individuals and for cooperative and group working 
and working methodS based on ~imulation and virtual reality; . . 

* lll3Digement systems for suppliers and consumers, including interoperable payment systems; 
· * information and network security, including the technical means for . authentication and the.

protection of integrity and intellectUal property and 'privacy enhancing techDologies,. - . -

iii) . ·. Information Society (Ill): multimedia content 
. .. . - . . . 

The aim of this · key action iS to facilitate life-long education and training,· tO stimulate· creativity, 
\promote linguistic and cultural diversity and improve -the· functionality and user-friendliness of future 
infof1!13tion products and services. It puts emphaSis on the development of intelligent systems for 
education and training and of innovative forms of mul~edia content, including audiovisual content, 
and tools for structuring and p~ing them. _It will focus on four main lines: · 

* interacti-ve electronic publishing With new methods (or creating· arid structuring publications and for 
. the personalised diSSemination of information and accessing . of cultural. items through virtual 
libciries and museums;.. . · 

- * education and training: systems, services and software enabling the development and. demonstration 
of new methods using multimedia, broad-band ·communications, simulation and virtual reality; 

* new ~glmge technologies which help to make inforiDation and communications systems. more 
user-friendlY; 
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• advanced technologies for· accessing, filtering and ·analysing information to help manage the 
informa~on explosion and facilitate the use of multimedia contents, notably as regards geographical 
information systems. - · 

iv} Information Society (IV}:.~ntial technologies and infrastructures 

Tiie aim of this kef action is to promote excellence in the technologies which are crucial to ~e 
Information Society, to speed up their)ntroduction and broaden their field of application. This action 
will focus as a matter of priority on: -

• computing, communication 'and network technologies, together with their implementation and 
application; 

• technologies and engineering for software and systems including high-quality statistics; 
• mobile and personal communications and systems, especially satellite-related services; 
• interfaces making use of the various senses; 

- • peripherals, subsystems and microsystems; 
• micro-electronics (technologies, expertise. equipment and hardware necessary for the design and 

manufactWe of circuits a{ld 'the development of applications}. 

b) Activities _for the ~rdl and devdopment of generic technologies 

Universal issues such as access; ease_ of use, cost-effectiveness and interoperability and socio-economic 
· . impact will be fully addressed in all the key actions. 

From-a visionary persp(:ctive, covering future and emerging technologies and applications, research will 
focus as a priority on: · 

• technologies for the representation, creation and handlin:gofknowledge; 
•- real-time : and large-scale simulation and. visualisation technologies and virtual presence 

technologies; 
• quantum, photonic, bio-electronic technologies, and technologies for very large scale integration; .. 

ultra-high performance computers and super-intelligent networks. 

(c) Support for research infrastructure -

The priority is to provide support for the advanced high-speed computer systems needed for research in 
all fields of sci~nce and technology, for example advanced INTERNET -2. 
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3~ ,PROMOTING COMPETITIVE AND SUSTAINABLE GROWTH. 

The objective is to pr~ 1111d t&semutau the knuwledge imd technologies neelkd to, design and. 
develop proCesses .1111d prot:~Mee· "cletlll", high-qiiiJlity protbtcts. that. wiU be competitive on tomo"ow' s 
market, tO help increase growt/t 1111d aetlte new jobs in Europe and to give fums the oppOrtunity to 
make the .. necesstUY clrt~~~gtis to their tldivitiG. · 

This goes halul 'in hand with the tleveiDpment of high-performlmce energy systems. and ~ervices, and 
. transport syStelru which IU'e economic, safe, ll1ltl protective of the environment and quality of life. 

\, 

a) Key actions 

i) . Competitive and sustainable growth (I): products, procesSes, organisation 

The aim of tlus key. action is to ·facilitate the. development of high-quality innovative products and 
. services that meet the n~ of the citizen .and. the market and new method& of production and . 

manufacture that save resources and are environmentally safe, whatever . the method of production. 
Research will focus as a m3tter of priority on: · · 

• the elaboration. development and integration of, new technologies for design. maoufaciurlng,' control 
·and production, in particular using microengilt~ring; · · . · . · · 

• Information· Society technologies for · "intelligent" manufacturing (iticluding flexible :workshop 
systems and systems for fl~ble management of supply and distribution chains. embedded systems · 
and tete-services f9r operation and maintenance and ·simulation and shared-work technoltigies); · · 

• . technologies to reduce resource utilisation and promote reuse and recycling of Waste and the 
d~elopment of clean processes and produCts based on the concept of "life cycle analysis"; 

· • new methods of orgimising production and work and of using skills·· (including socio-economic 
analyses). -

.. 
ii) . Competitive and sustainable. growth (D): sustainable mobility and intennodality 

'· . . ' 

The aim is to ~ the mobility of people. and gOods efficiently and' without damage to the · 
enviiontneht This key action will contribute towards this by helping to set up a safe, intelligent, 
efficient and interoperable rail and rOad. air and niaritime transport system for passengers and·freight on 
a broac;lly intermodal basis at the Eurppean le\rel to ineet the mobility needs ofindustry and the pubHc. 
This requires: as a matter ofpriority: · 

• the development, validation and demonstration of modal and ~termodal tiansport n1anagement 
systems, including second-generation satellite navigation and positi9niilg systems; 

• research on infrastru~ and their interfaces with tranSport facilities and syStems, while reduciilg 
the ehvircininental impaci and taking, acco~t of' acCessibility and the integration of regional planning 
and ·tra.nsPort policies; - . · · · 

• the development of socio-economic 5ce0arios for the· mobilitY of people and goods. 

iii) · , ~ompedtive and sustainable gro'!'h (III): new perspectives in aeronautics 

. The aim of this key action is to help the European Community consolidate ·its. position in this sector by 
' developing its mastery, in. an environmcmtany friendly manner, of the . most advanced aeronautical 

technologies. It will cover .as a matter of priori!)': 
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• the development and demonstration of advanced technologies for integrated_ design and production, 
the reduction of energy consumption, emissions and noise for various aircraft concepts; 

• the technologicai and economic feasibility of and the critical technologies for new-generation aircraft 
concepts; 

• the development of technologies to improve operational ~ety. 

iv) Competitive and sustainable growth (IV): marine technologies 

The aim is to encourage, whilst preserving- the environment, the development and integration of 
knowledge and technologieS, specific to sea-based appliCations to enable the Community to fully exploit 
the sea's potential and to ~prove_ the competitiveness of the marine industry, to support a veritable 
.. sea" policy. The priority emphasis will be on the technologies needed,: 

• for the development of advanced ships which are safe and efficient; 
• for the use'of the sea as an economic means of transporting goods and passengers (advanced port 

infrastructure, regioDat maritime -transport systems) in conjunction with the key action on 
"sustainable mobility and intermodality; 

• _ for the rational, and sustainable· exploitation of the sea. as a source of energy and mine~ resources (in 
particular off-shore and subsea technol~gies). 

v) Competitive and sustainable gro-.nh (V): advanced energy systems and servicesl 

The .aim of this key action, taking into account market needs, is to help satisfy the Community's demand 
_for energy while minimising the risks to the environment It helps to promote the development and 
improvement of advanced energy syste~ ·.that are efficient in terms .. ,of both production and 
consumption, in particular to achieve a substantial. reduction i,n C~ emiSsions and other greenhouse 

·gases and to boost the_Community's ind~al competitiveness. Work will focus by way of priority on: 

• the main new and renewable sources of energy and their integration, in particular, int() decentralised 
systems; 

• -technologies for the storage and distribution of energy; 
• technologies for the clean produ~on and use of fossil fuels and for the rational USC? of energy; 
• the elaboration of scenarios on economy/environment/energy inte~ons. 

vi) Competitive and sustainable groWth (yl): the city of tomorrow 

The aim of this key action is the harmonioUs development of the citizens' urban environment from a 
global, innovative and resource-saving viewpoint, in an environmentally sound manner, using advanced 
models of organisation bringing together in particular the improvement of quality of life, the restoration 
of social equilibria and the protection arid enhancement of the cultulai heritage. Action will foCus as a 
matter of priority on: ; 

• · new models for the sustainable development of European cities, the elaboration of medium- and 
· long-term socio-economic seenarios and research, development and denionsqation activities focusing 
in particular on problems of town planning and architecture, social integration, safety, e~ergy 
efficiency and conservation (in particular in buildings_.and in integrated management of transport) 
and democratic information networks (the concept of"digital cities"); -

3 -R~ch activities relating to controlled thermonuclear fusion are described in detail in the proposal 
for the 5th Framework Progralnme of research and training under the Euratom Treaty. 
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• development and demon$ation of technologies for economic. clean, effective and sustainable 
recOvery, renovation and cOnstruction, in particular for.l8rge group$ of buildings and for .the·. 
proteCtion of the cultural heritage; . · · · . · 

• development and demonstration in an urban context of technologies for economic, clean, safe· and 
intelligent vehicles (e.g. zero-emission vehicles), compatible with a context of sustainable mobility 

. (cf. key actioil on'"sustainable mobility and intermodality"); . 

b) Activities for the reseal'dl and development of generic technologies 

Th~ effort will be focused on the priority research needed": 
,. .· 

• to support the deveiopment of new and improved industrial materials and the proceSseS for their 
manufacture: materials resistant to high teniperatures ·and high pressure (e.g, for energy generation 

. and engmes); light materials (for tr.insport and construction); functional materials (opt<H:lectronics, 
biomaterials, sensors) designed and developed with ease of recycling in mind;· 

• for the development of new materials ~d production teChnologies in the coal and steel fields; s 
• for. measurements and tests to silpport standardisation, action to combat fraud, and the quality of 

products, and services (including the development of· high-precision measuring iristruments and · 
· cer:tified reference measures and materials). 

c) · Support for research infrastructures 

The pr\orities concern ihe netWorking and optimum use, at Comril.unity_level, .of computiilg centres for 
industrial research, high-power. wind tunnels, specialised databases, laboratories and facilities· for 
measurements and tests. 

SECOND ACfiVITY 

1. CONFIRMING THE INTERNATIONAL ROLE OF cOMMUNfi'Y RESEARCH 

. . ' 

The ·main purposes of the "intenudiolull coopoation" ·lldivity .t~re to· contriblde signiJictmtl:y to the 
imp~ of the Community's I!Jdenull policy~ espedDily toHvrtls the CentNl fDid EasUm 
European ~ CIIIUiiJiltes, II1Ul to help the Community eslab/Jsh i1ubistrUJl cooperation II1Ul open up · 
·new """kets. . 

lh the context of the Community's external policy, and with the accession of~ Member States in mind, the. 
general objectives of the "international cooperation" activity are: ' 

- to promote scieJ!tifiC and technological cooperation between organisations ood. researchers :from third 
countries and from the Community, likely to produce significant and balanced benefits for both sides 
(cooperation for "mUtual benefif'); · 

. . .. 

4 The research to support nuclear safety and security in the programme on promoting competitive and 
sustainable growth is outlined in the proposal for the Sth Euratom Framework })rogramme. . 

• 5 In the perspective of an increasing implementation within the Framework Programme, of actiVities 
currently being carried out on the basis of the ECSC Treaty, which expi.res in 2002. 
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- to facilitate access for research Centres and bn9nesses eslablisbid in the Community to scientific and . 
technological kDowledge available outside the Community and useful to the Community's interests; 

- to enhanre the position aDd role of Community research in the international scientific and technological 
arena; 

· - to prqme for the accession of the associated Central and Eastern European ·countries (CEEC), to support the 
Euro-Mediterranean partnership, to stabilise the human potential of the CEEC and the Newly Independent 
States of the former Soviet Union (NIS) and to support dCveiopment policy, 

- to help European research pla)'ers 3cquire information on nisearch capacity, activity and priori~ outside the 
Community (industrialised (X)Ulltries, "~economy" countries) so as to make Community industiy more 
competitive and enbanre its J)reseoc.e on the new markets. 

'' 

In~onal sciemific and technologiCal ~ will be implemented in line with cooperntion 
· agreements. where these exist, through the specific "international cooperation" activity and through aa:Ount 
being taken of the international dimension of iesearch in the other actMties of the Framework Programme. 

(a) . Spedr&e actions in the "international cooperation" activity 

On the basis of the cooperation policies the Community ftames according to its relations with its various 
potential partners, three categories of action will be implemented, linked to specific problems fdcing these . 
countries and not covered by the other activities of the Framework Programme. ·These actions will be financed 
through the specific "international cooperation" activity: 

- Cooperation with certain categories of countrv: . 

CEEC:. promotion of their centres of excellence. 
MEDITERRANEAN THIRD COUNTRIES: notably, regional aspects of managing the Mediterranea,n 
Sea, $Upport for socio-economic development including the information society, preservation of cultural 
heritage. -
NIS: support for their research and technological development potential, specific targeted actions 
(satellite applications, regional problems linked to the environment and health). 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (including Mediterranean and 'emerging economy' countries): study of 

. the mechanisms and socio-economic conditions of sustainable development (for example agro-industrial 
research, energy systems); -support for integrating productivity requirements and respect for the 
environment into these countries' ecosystems (for example waier management); work to prevent and 
combat major diseases specific to these countries and to make their public health systems more effective. 

- Training of researchers: a system of felloWships will be set up to give young researchers from 
developing countries (including Mediterranean and 'emerging economy' countries) a chance to spend 
time in Community laboratories and take part in Framework Programme research activities. Another 
fellowship scheme will be p.-o\rided for young Community researchers to work in industrial laboratories 
in Japan and South Korea. 

- Coordination with COST actions, .the EUREKA initiative and international organisations involved in 
research activity; coordination of activities pursued through the other programmes of the Framework· 
Programme -with one another, and with those p~ed through the Community's other cooperation 
actions and with the Member States' cooperation activities. 
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-- (b) Intematiooal cooperation Pursued through the other Frameworlc Programme activitieS 

Four types of participation itlthe specific progranimes are foreseen: . - , . 
. -- ' 

- full IIS'iOciatioo ·with the FramewOrk Programme: participation and Communi'¥ funding for third country 
entities under similar conditions to Member State entities (EEA, some CEECs, Israel. Switzerland), 

· - participation in programmes open to third countries on the basis of biJalcral or multilateral agreements: 
participation without Comimmity funding for third CXlUlltiy entities. on a project~-project basis (certain 
industrialised and 'emerging economy' coUntries). Measures will be taken.· tO enhance access to the 
FrameWorlc Progmmine for "emerging economy'" countries, · 

- participation in programmes open to third countries without specific cooperation agreements: participation. in 
principle without Communi'¥ f\uldin8 for third countJy entities. on· a project~-project basis (CEECs not 
associated with the specific programmes, European NIS. Mediterranean partnei'S). 

- participati\)11 in projects in which it is in the Conuriunit¥'s int.en:st to· involve third counny participants: 
participation funded in principle by the third countly or, in certain duly justified cases, as defined in the rules 
on participation adopted under Article 130j of the Treaty. by the Communizy through the specific programme . 
concerned. 

. ~-
TiiiRD AcnvriY. 

1. INNOVATION AND PARTICIPATION OF SMEs 

_Innovation is the icey jfldor ill iluliutrUJi ~ · tiiUl jOb Cl't!tliion. 1h llim is ·to promote it, 
facilitate the exploitation of~ reslllts andftMter the Cl'elltiolt of innovative enterprises. 

Small and medillm-si:ed businesseS gn importlllft W!don and acton ill innovt1tion. 171ey should be 
provided with e&'J' access to the tlllvancetl teclurologies which they need, and to the posSibilities offered 
by the Community's rt!Seiii'Cit programmes. · 

The general objectives ofCommunit¥ action in this area are: 

- to hnplove the economic and social iJDpact of progr.uiune research activities by reinforcing the mechanisms 
· designed to ~better exploitation oftheii results, as well as the transfer aDd disseminatiori of technology, 

- to. fiicilitate the. access of progr.unme participants, particularly SMEs, to the instruments which finance 
innovation and support the creation of innovatiVe enterprises (financial engineering; venture capital), -

.· - to stimuJate SME participation in the research programmes - both SMEs_ active in research and high 
technology and those with little or no reseaich capabilizy but With substantial technological needs; to help 
SMEs, notably in the least filvouied regions, to. develop their technological capabilities, , · 

- to help ~lement. Communizy innovation policy, notably by adding a EUropeail dimeDsion to national 
innovation systems. · -

Communizy efforts to promote innovation and support SME participation in research programmes must be 
undertaken iD. the dual framework of the various Communizy actions and the specific innovation and SME 
activiay. The objectives and methods of these actions will be principally as foll~: 
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(a) Action specifac to the "innovation and participatio~ of SMEs" activity 

. . 

- rationalisation and c:oordination at Community .level of networks prOviding information. and assistance 
on the Community's research and innqvation activities; management, in concert with the programmes, 
of the· support network for innovation and technology transfer, consolidation of the mechanisms for 
gathering and dissemiooting information, such as the CORDIS information service (joint action: 
innovation/SMEs), 

- creation and development of asSistance activities in the area of intellectual property rights and access to 
- private finance, notably venture capital funds (joint action: innovation/SMEs), 

- definition, in conCert with the programmes, of mechanisms (value analyses, market research, training) 
to facilitate, in the life-cycle of projects, the exploitation, private financing and transfer of technologies 
and results produced, while guaranteeing protection of the knowledge acquired,·· 

·-development, to this end, of the idea of"innovation units" to be set up in the programmes, coordination 
· of their activities and help in creating innovative start-ups, principally via European organisations and 

funds (European Investment Fund, European Investment Bank, and the Eurotech Capital scheme), 

- conception and definition of new ·methodologies for technology transfer actions integrating the 
technological, economic and socia.I aspects of innovation, 

- identification and dissemination of besf practice in innovation and technology transfer (joint action: 
innovatioil/SMEs) and coo~ on of studies and analyses, particularly in the area of innovation policy. 

(ii) for SMEs 

- management of a 'one-stop shop' - for all the research programmes - in the Commission's departments 
for project proposals to be implemented specifically.by SMEs; definition and management of common 
tools facilitating SME participation in the programmes (fullest possible use . of electronic methods for 
infonnation dossiers, submission of proposals, "help line", etc.). 

(b) Interaction with related actions in the other Framework Programme activities . 

(i) for inluwatioJI 

- ensuring that the setting-up and management of activities ~der the thematic programmes are 
consistent with those specific to the "innovation and participation of SMEs" acti_vity; encouraging 

. preparation for the exploitation and dissemination of results during the research phase. . 

(ii) for SMEs 

Support for SME participation in the "cooperative research" activities and in the other research, 
technological development and demonstration activities to be carried out in the programmes. 

- "cooperative research" activities enabling at least three mutually independent SMEs from at least two 
Me¢ler States to entrust jointly 'the< resolution of their common technological problems to third legal entities.- · 

· - actiVities to suppo~ and encourage SME participation in collaborative and cooperative research projects. (for 
example on the basis of"explomtory awards"). · 
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I -FoURTHAcnvrrv 

1~ IMPROVING HUMAN POrENTJAL. 

The world is ilu:retlsingly btlsetl 011 ~ De Commllirity's prime asset ill tJ#s tll'ell is 1M flUility 
of its J'eSI!III"Cbers, ·mgineen tllltl tdnicilllt& De llilrc i.t to preserve tllltlllelp tlnelop this knowledge 
potentiol.tJu.oug/1 ~support for 1M tNining ~ moiHlity of.~. ·incbuling toward.t 
enterprises, tllltl by SllppOdilrg be/16 iu:e of resetii'CII ~ 

The COIIUIUIIfit:y .lllao luu 11 $0/Jd ilwditio.c OJ re.setll'da ;, &DCitll tllltl ~-science wlaich ned.s to be 
mobi/i.red to iJelrtify «wromic tllltl socilllWtuls tllltl req~ both.CIII'I'enl tllltl.{ldiiN. 

. The general ob~ of this aCtivi1y, to be realiSed in concert with related actionS eisewhere in the Framework 
Progranune, are: · ·· 

- to develop the Community's hwrian ~tial, notablY through the trainitig and mobility of researchers . 
(including towards indusby_ and in partiwlar SMEs) and through innovation in the niethods and technOlogies 
of education and t:Iaining with a view to creating new jobs; · 

- to help make the Co~unity an attractive 'location for researchers and for investment in research and to 
promote European research in the intemalional arena; · 

. -

- tO encourage better use of research infrastrudure; 

- to develop the socio-economic knoWledge: base for a better tJDderstandini of key scioial and economic topics 
linked to the objectives of the Fmmeworlc Programlne and for. the development of scierice and technology 
policy and other Community policies. · 

(a) . Action _specif'IC to tbe "improving h~au potential" activity 

This activity is structured in five main lines: 

The objective is to establish: 

- research trclining networks, created in adva'n~ and emerging fields of research, on . topics freely 
chosen by the researchers. The accent will be placed on the training of young researcherS at pre and 
pcjst-doctoralleyel. , 

- a cOherent. system of "Marie -Curie" fellowships including: felloWships for young high~uality 
researchers with proven research experience; awarded for topics chose~ by the researchers themselves; 
industri31 host fellowships aw8rded to enterprises (including SMEs) for the training of young 
researchers; host fellowships to help develop high-level research capacity in ihe less favoured regions of 

. the Community~ - Supplementary fellowship measures will include those to promote the mobility of 
researchers in both directions between industry and academia, and to. provide travel bursaries to centres 

· ._ of excellence for doctoral studies. · · 
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. . . . 
The aim is to promote optimuni. use of research infrastructures (larg~ facilities, networks of distributed 

. facilities, centres of oompetence) in those areas (including eoonomic, legal and social sciences) not 
covered by other activities of the Framework Programme, or for categories of infrastructure not 
Considered by those activities. To . this end, measures are envisaged to help -researchers With 

. -
_ transnational access, to set up networks between infrastructure operators and to support research projects 

to improve access to infrastructures. · 

The objective here is to stimulate. through exchange. scientific and technological excellence and to make 
the moSt of the achievements of research. 1bis will be achieved through support for high-level sCientific 
oonferences, the networking of Community researchers active outside the Community, distinctions for 
high-level research work, and action to raise public awareness and to make illformation on important 
scientific issues available to the public at Community level via electro~c networks.-

. 
(iV) Hamessing ~ resetll'dJ to tlte needs of society 

These actions oover a limited number of subjects linked to the general objectives of the Framework 
Programme and aim at defining the base for employment-generating social and eoonomic developmen_t 
and-for building a European knowledge society. Work will focus- primarily on analysing the interplay 
between technological progress, employment, innovation in education and training, the legal 
environment and eoonomic oompetitiveness; studying the socio-eoonomic impact of the development of 
services and the "non-tangible" economy; producing and validating new development models fostering 
growth, employment and quality of life. · 

This will be achieved by setting up an exchange forum in the form of the ET AN network (European 
Technology Assessment Ne~ork), bringing together political _ decision-makers and researchers 
specialised in the study of science and technology policies, by technology evaluation,· watch and 
foresight activities, by the evaluation of scientific and technological choices; by the development of a 
system of statistics and scientific, technological and innovation indicators. 

{b) Interaction with related actions in the other Framework Programme activities 

This activity will include the coordination, support and .accompanying actions needed to ensure 
consistency with related actions undertaken elsewhere in the· Framework Programme on the aspects 
referred to in l(a) above. 
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ANNEX ill 

sm FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME (1998-2002) . 
AMOUNTS AND BREAKDOWN 

' 

First activity (research, technological _development . and 
demonstration programmes) 

Second activity · (cooperation with third Countries and 
' international organisations) 

-
Third activity (dissemination and optimisation of results). 

Fourth activity (stimulation of the training and mobility of 
research~rs) 

MAXIMUM OVERAlL AMOUNT -
-· 

Indicative breakdown between the themes o~ the first 
activity: 

- unlocking the resources of the living world and the ecosystem 

"" creating a user;:.friendly information society 

. ,;, promoting competitive and sustaiDable growth 

1 Of which ECU [ ] for the JRC. 
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ANNEX IV 

RULES FOR FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION BY TIIE COMMUNITY 

The European Community will contribute financially to the research and technological 
development activities, including demonstration activities, hereinafter referred to -as "indirect 
RID actions" carried out under the progranunes implementing the Framework Programme. hi 
addition. it will carry out directly research and development activities hereinafter referred to as 
"direct RTD actions''. · 

The key actions, the activities for the research and development of generic technologies, support 
. for research infrastructures and the activities carried out in the context 9f activities 2, 3 and 4, as 

described in Annex II. will be implemented tlu"ough indirect RTD actions and direct RTD actions. 

1. Indirect RTD actions 

The indirect RTD actions will comprise five categories: shared~ actions, training fellowships, 
support for networks, concerted actions aDd accompanying measures. Shared~ actions will·be 
the rruiin mechanism for implementing the p_rogrammes~ · 

The rate of financial participation by the Community in these actions will be as follows: 

(a) Shared-cost actions 

- Research and technological development projects, demonstration projects,· integrated 
projects: 

Research and technological development projects are projects designed to obtain new 
knowledge likely to.be useful either tO develop or significantly improve existing products, 
processes and services or to meet the needs of society. They will be financed in principle 
at a level of 50% of the eligible costs. In the special case of legal entities which do not 
keep. analytical accounts, the additional costs generated as a result of the research will be 
firuinced at the rate of 100%. 

Demonstration projects are projects which are designed to prove the technical- viability of 
technologies and which cannot be commercialised directly. They will be financed in 
principle at a level of 35% of~he eligible costs. 

Integrated projects are· projects with both a research and technological development 
component and a demonstration cOmponent.. They will be financed at a level 
corresponding to the weighted average of the levels applicable to the two components. 

-:Support for access to research infraStructures: 

· Support will ~ granted to existing research infrastructures so that they can receive teams 
· of Community researchers and enable them to optimise their research work. 

Community funding granted as a contribution towards the optimum utilisation of 
infrastructures is set at up to 100% of the additional eligible costs connected with 

. receiving teams of Community researchers and making the facility available. 
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- Technology stimulation projects to encourage and facilitate SME participation. in 
RTD activities: - · · 

"Cooperative ~h'; aCtivities will-be financed up to 50% of the eligible project costs. 

"Collaborative fesearch'' activities will 'be ~ced in the form of~ award covering up · 
to 75%-ofthe eligible ~osts o/_the exploratory phase ofan RTD activity, including 
project validation and preparation; a feasibility study and partner search, durilig a period 
not eXceeding 12 monthS. ' . . 

(b) Training fellowships 

' ' 

In the context of the fourth activity; the Community "Marie. Curie" ·fellowships scheme -
will comprise several categories: fellowships for · young researchers · with proven 

· experience, industrial host fellowShips for training young researchers and developme.nt 
host fellowships. · · 

Under the fellowship.scheme for yo\ing researchers with proven experience, fellows will· 
receive an . allowance designed solely to cover their subsistence. expenses and proper· 
sociaL welfare . c~xpenses. They_· will also receive a cOntribution designed to take into 
acco'i.lf!t the oosts involved in mobility. 

' . 

In the· context of the second activity, the felloWship schemes will on the one hand enable 
young researchers from develop~g countries t9 ·be given an opportunity to spend time in 
Community labOratories, and on the other enable young Community researchers to. SPenO· 
time in. Japan and South Korea. · . · . · 

. -

. Community . funding WiU ·rover up to 1 OO% of the eligible fellowship . cos is and a 

. contribution tO the eligible costs of the host institution when it is in the Commumty. 

(c) Support for networks 

Th~ thematic networks will bring together manufacturers, user5, universities, ·research 
centres and organisations concerned with the diffusion or trarisfet of innovation around a 

. 'given Scientific 3nd technological objective so as to· facilitate the ·incOrporation and 
· mmsfer. of knowledge, and .cooperation betw~ research players and u8ers, ensure that 
market needs are taken into.· acco\mt more effe¢vely· and promote • scientific and 

· technological excellence. Community fu,nding will cover up to 100% of the (idditional 
' eligible costs of coordinating and-implementing the thematic networks. ' 

Research training networks will be created in advanced or emerging fields of research on. 
topics freely chosen by the researchers. Their main aim will be to tram young ~chers 
at pre-doctoral and post-doctoral level.. Community funding will oover up to 100% of the 
additional eligible costs connected with setting up- and maintaining the network. The 
average ~urn ~owit per partner per annum will be ~ in the specific programme to 
be adopted under the fourth activity. · ·· · · 
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(d) Concerted actions 

Concerted actions will be cbip:d to coordinate national RTD projects already in receipt 
· of fimding, in order to ·exchange experience acquired, to expand the research efforts of 
the Various players so as to reach a critical mass, to disseminate results and to inform · 
users. CommUnity funding Will cover up. to 100% of the additional eligible costs 
connected with conce~on . 

. (e) Accompanying measures 

Accompanying measures will contribute towards the implementation of the specific 
programmes or the preparation of future ·activities,· with a view to enabling them to 
achieve or define their strategic objectives. They will also seek to prepare o~ support tlie 
other jndirect RTD actions. Measures devoted· to the commercialisation of products, 
processes or services, marketing activities and sales promotion are excluded. CommUnity . 
funding may be up to 100% of the eligible costs of the measureS. 

In the Decisions adopting the specific programmes implementing the 5th Framework Programme_ 
there can be no derogations from the financial participation rates set above, with the exception of 
duly justified special cases. The Decisions may spell out in more detail the indirect RTD actions . 
described above, supplement them or subject them to additional conditions or limitations. 

' " 

The other rules for the financial participation of undertakings, research centres and universities in 
indirect RTD actions. and for the dissemination of results are specified in the Council Decision 
adopted pursuant to Article 130j of the Treaty.· 

2. Direct RTD actions 

The direct RTD actions to be implemented by the Joint Research Centre (JRC) will comprise 
research activities of an institutional cbaracter and scientific and technical support acti\ities of an 
institutional character.· The reSearch activities of an institutionai character are those for which the 
JRC bas special or even Unique facilities in the CommUnity and which contribute to the 
implementation of Coriunwnty ·RTD policy. The scientific and technical support activities of an 
institutional character are activities neces~ for thd framing and implementation of CollllllUnity 
policies and tasks incumbent on the Commission pursuant to the Treaty which require the JRC's 
impartiali~. Community funding will normally be 100% of the costs of the direct RTD acti~n. 

3. Any Council Decisions taken purswint to Article l30o, as referred to in Article 3(2) of this 
Decision, will lay down, where necessary, the ·rules for financial participation by the 
Community. 
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. . . . 

PROPOSAL FORA COUNCIL DECisiON CONCERNING THE FIFfH . 
FRAMEWORK PROGl{AMME OF THE EUROPEAN ATOMICENERGY 

. COMMUNITY (EURATOM) FOR RESEARCH AND TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
(1998-2002). > • 

( .. J~ . ./Euratom) 

. THE CO~CIL OF.THE EUROPEAN UNION, 

97/0i20 (CNS) 

. Having regard t~ the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community, and 
in particular Article 7 thereof, · · · 

Having regatd to. the propoSal from ihe Commhsion1, 

Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliamcnt2, 

Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and: Social Committee3, 

Whereas a multiannual framework programme oovering ali -research activities, including 

. ' 

. demonstration activities, and training activities in the field of nuclear energy, to. be ,• 
implemented by means of research and training programmes, can be adopted pursuant to 

· · Articl~ 7 of.the Treaty; · · . 

WhereaS it has been held · appropriate to ~dopt, for the period. 1998-2002, a ne':V 
framework programme in order to ensure the continuity_ of research and training 
activities in the field of nuclear· energy; . 

. _whereas, ·in- accordance with ArtiGle.4(2) Council Decision ·- 94/268/Euratom of 
26 April1994 concerning a framework programme of Community activities in the ·field. 
of research arid training for the-European Atomic Energy Community (1994 to 1998)4, 

aniended by Decision 96/253/Euratoms, .the Commission is required to have an extemai 
assessnieQt conducted itlto the management of and· progress with Community activities . 
carried out during. the five years preceding that assessment, prior. to pte.i~nting its 
proposal for the Fifth Framey.rork Programme; wh~reas that assessment, the conclusions 
thereof and the Comrilission's comments have been communicated to the European 

/ Parliament, the Council_and the Economic_and Social Committee;· 

Whereas on ·10 July :1996 the Commission adopted a communication6 ~etting out ihe· 
preliminary guidelines for the Fifth Framework· Programme, stressing the need for the 

2 

3 

. 4 
OJNoL ll5, 6.5.1994, p. 31. 

.s OJ No L 86; 4.4.1996, p. 72. 

6 . COM (96) 332 -final. 
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latter · to meet economic and social needs as a matter of priority;_ whereas that 
communication was followed by a first working paper of 20 November 1996,7 which 
provided more details about the proposed objectives and the implementation 
mechanisms, and then a second working paper of 12 February 1997,8 which set out the 
possible content .of the Fifth Fra:Illework: Programme; 

Whereas European Atomic E11:ergy .. Community research in·the field of nuclear energy 
must reflect the current ·context of the 'need to develop safe and acceptable energy 
systems that respect standards and the ·environment and are cOmpetitive in terms of .. 
produCtion costs; · 

Whereas the Fifth Framework Programme should therefore focus on areas covering 
activities for the research and development' of generic technologi~ action which brings 
together this type of activities in a coherent whole, targeted strategically on one and the 
same mobilising topic (hereinafter referred to as "key .action"), and support· for research 
infr~rucfures; · · 

Whereas, furtheqno~e; the Fifth Framework Programme should include, in addition to 
the thematic aspects, horizontal aspects covering cooperatio~ with third States and 
international organisations; the· dissemination and exploitation of the results of research 
and training activities and the training ~d mobility of researchers; 

Whereas this approach preslipposes the maintenance and enhancing of the potential. for 
scientific and technological excellence existing within the Community, whilst taking into 
account the efforts of its m~ .intematio~ partners; whereas that potential concerns· 
both the physical and non-tangible infrastructures and human resources; 

Whereas ·cooperation with . aU third . States and· international Qrganisations must be 
stepped up, in particular in pursuit of the objective, of the peaceful use of nuclear energy; 
whereas it is necessary that the Community continue to play an important international 
role in the field <)f nuclear fission safety, in particular with regard to the· Central and East 

. European countries and the States that have emerged from ·the former Soviet. Union; 
whereas it is also important to continue, where appropriate~ international cooperation 

. activities with regard to third States. in the field of controlled thermonuclear fusion; 

Whereas under Article 4(1) of the Treaty Community research and training activities in 
the nuclear field must aim to complement action in the Member States; whereas 
Community action must therefore make it possible to bring added value to the efforts 

. undertaken in the Member States; · · 

Whereas the criteria established to choose the areas . covered by the Fifth Framework 
Programme and the related scientific and technical objectives take into account the 
above-mentioned principles; whereas those criteria· should also be applied to the 
implementation of the Fifth Framewo~ Programme in order to ensure consistency; . 

7 COM (96) 595 final. · 

8 COM (97) 47 final. 
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Whereas the Joint Re~ch Centre· will contribute towards the implementation of the 
framework programme in areas in which it. provides impartial and independent expertise 
and the scientific and tecluiical. support needed for the implementation of the various 

· CommUnity policies; whereas, in addition, it will partiCipate, in the. conteXt of consortia, 
·in carrying out-research and training ~vities; ·· 

·Whereas the annual report to be submitted to the Council pursuant to Article 7 of the 
Treaty should also be submitted by the Commission to the European Parliament; 
whereas, in accordance with the recommendations to ' be implemented -in respect of ' 

. transparency and sound and efficient m~?gemeilt, arrangements should also be adopted· 
for the systematic examination of the progress of the Fifth Fra,mework Programme and · 
its evaluation; · 

Whereas a financial reference' amount, within the meaiting of point 2 ofthe declaration of 
the European Parliament; the Council and the Commission of6 March 19959, is included-

· in the present decision for the' whole duration of the Frainewoik Programme, without · 
prejudice to the responsibilities of the budgetary authority defined in the Treaty. 

Whereas in order to ensure consistency between the research activities undertaken under 
the Euratom'Treaty and those carried out under the Treaty establishing_the Europ~ 
Community; . the Decision ci>ncerning the framework· pro&ramme of the European 
CommunitY for research, technological development arid demonstration activities should 
be adopted at the Same time as and for the same period -a:s this framework programme;' 

. . . . .. 

Whereas the Scientifi~ and Techiucar Cqmmittee has been _c'onsu_lted by the Commission 
and has delivered its opinion, · · 

.. - HAS DECIDED As FOLLOWs:· 

Article 1 

1. A- multiannual framework programme for all ' research ' activities, including 
demonstration activities, 'and training activities in the field qf nuclear energy, 

. hereinafter referred to as the· "Fifth Framework Programme", is hereby adopted- for. 
the period 1998-2002. · · · 

2. . The Fifth Framework Programme shall cover controlled thermonuclear fusion and 

- 9 

energy systems related to nuclear fission. ' 

· Those' two areas shall include, . in ·addition ·to the thematic aspects, horizontal 
aspects· concerning · cooperation · with third countries and international 
organisations, the dissemination and exploitation of the results of research and 
traiDing activities, and the· stimulation of the training and mobility of Community 
researchers. · 

OJ No C 102, 4.4.1996, p.4. 
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3., The criteria used for selecting the. areaS referred to in paragraph 2 and. the related 
objectives are set out in Annex I. They shall apply for the implementation of the 
·Fifth Framework Programme. · 

·4. The general outlines of the areas, the scientific and technological objectives and the 
. related priorities are set out in Annex n. 

Article 2 

The. financial reference amount for the implementation of this framework programme for 
. the perlod 1998-2002 is ECU ( ... ] million. to 

· The annual appropriations will ~e authorised by the budgetary authority within the limits 
of the financial perspective. · 

Article 3 

1. The Fifth ·Framework Programme shall be implemented through two research and 
-training programmes, one of which shall be specific to the Joint Research Centre. 

' . . 
Each research and training programme shall specify the detailed rules for. its 
implementa~ion, fix its duration. and provide for the necessary funds. 

2. Implementation of the Fifth Framework Programme may give rise, where 
necessary, to supplementary programmes. ·It may also give rise to the conclusion 
of agreements with third . countries or international organisations within the 
meaning of Article 101 of the Treaty. 

· Article4 

The detailed rules for financial participation by the European Atomic Energy· Community 
in the Fifth Framework Programme shall be those laid down in accordance with .the 
special provisions concerning research arid technological development appropriations in 
the Financial Regulation applicable to the general budget of the European Communities, 
as supplemented by Annex ill to this Decision. · · · 

Article 5 

1. The Cominission shall examiite each year, with the help ofappropriately qualified 
independent experts, the implementation of the Fifth Framework Programme and 
its research and teaching programmes in the light of t~e criteria set out in particular 
in Annex I. It shall assess~ in particular, whether the . objectives, priorities ·and 
financial resources are. still appropriate to the changing situation. Where 
appropriate, it shall submit proposals to adapt or supplement the framework . 

. programme and/or the research and training programmes. 

10 Of which ECU [ ... ]for the JRC. 
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2. Before submitting its proposal for a Sixth.Framework Programme, the Commission 
. shall have an external assessment conducted by independent high-level experts into 

the implementation of the activities in the atea.S referred to in Article 1(2), carried 
. ,.out ·during the five years preceding that assessment, ·in the light of the criteria set 
·out in< particular in Annex· I. The Commission shall.·romrtu.l~cate the ·conclusions 
·thereof: together with its comments, to the. European Parliament, the Council. and 

· the-Economic a,nd Social Committee. 
. ' 

3. The independent experts referred to in paragraphs 1 aJ)d 2 shall b~ chosen by the · 
Cotnmission, which shall take into account, in a balanced fashion, th~ various 
research players. _ 

4. . The Commission shall., sub~ a report to the European Parliament and the Council 
at the beginning of each year. The ~eport shall cover ill particular the research and 

. t_faining activities carried out during the preceding year and the work programme 
for the· year in progress. · · · · 

Done at Brussels, ... 
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ANNEX I 

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING THE AREAS AND OBJECTIVES 

The implementation of Euratom's research policy in the field of nuclear energy is based 
on the twin principles of scientific and technological excellence and the relevance. of 

. research and training activities to t~e objectives of the Treaty establishing the European 
Atomic Energy Community. 

In pursuit of a cost-benefit · approach dictated by concern for optimum allocation of 
European public funding, the choice of themes for the 5th Framework Programme and 
the related objectives will be made on the basis of a set of common criteria, divided into 
three. categories. 

• Criteria related to social objectives 

improving the employment situation, 
. . . 

- promoting the quality of life and health, 

- preserving the environment, 

in order to attain major social objectives of Euratom reflecting the expectations and 
. concerns of its Citizens. 

• Criteria related to economic development and scientjfic and technological pros.pects 

·areas which are expanding and create good growth prospects, 

- areas in which Community undertakings can and must become more competitive, 

- areas in which prospe.cts of significant techn?logical progress are opening up. 

• Criteria related to the Community "value added" and the subsidiarity principle 

- need to establish a "critic/a/ mass" in human and financial terms, and the 
combination of the complementary expertise available in the various Member States, 

- significant contribution io the implementa~~on of one or more Euratom policies, 

- addressing problems arising at Community level, or questtons relating .to aspects of 
standCn-disation or connected with the development of the European area, · 

so as to select only objectives which cannot be achieved through private research alone 
and are more effectively pursued at the Community level by means of research activities 
conducted at that level. · , · · 

· These criteria Will be used, and where necessary supplemented, for the implementation of 
the 5th Framework Programme, in order to define the research and training progr~es 
and select the research activities, including dem<;>nstration . activities, and training 
activities. 
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.ANNEXn 

BRO~ LINES OF THE AREAS
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES 

Nuclear mngy prtWiJes, wit/IOIIt Difi.uion. of CO:z , mort! than ·35" of the electrici.+y generated in the 
European Co11U1Ulnity. It lllllkes an important_ contribution If! the poUcy of dWersifying energy supply. · 

' . . 
-Efforts to · develop the SIJfety and 8eCIU'iiy of nlu:kai- energy systems strengthen 'in the short and 
medium terms, the Co1lfiiiUIIity's indllstriid competiJ;veness.- The European technolOgical tllivance can 
be exploited, in piuticullll' wit!t ~ view to the ~g exporlllfllrkets. . -

In the lo~ger term, technologies wiiJ. pl'Omising prospeds will require_ (I lmge-sctde l'esearch effort aJ-
ColfU'IWnity find world leveL - . ' . 

· L AREAS AND ORGANisATION OF THE 5TH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME -

1. The 5th Framework Progl'amme will cover cOntrolled th~rmonuclear fusion ~d energy systems 
related to nuclear fission. 

2. ·_With. regard to the thematic as.JleC!S· ihe Fram~work Ffc;,gramm~ will centre on: 

- a "key action" defined in terms of explicitly formulated economic and social objectives< of the 
" Community; the aim of this key action is to implement. in a Europeaii framework, general· 
approaches based on ·the exploitation of a ·broad range of disciplines, technologies and know- .. 
how; -

·- - activities for the research and development of generic technologies; . 
- activities in support of research infrastructures . 

. 3. . The horizontal &spect5 comprise: 

- cooperation with third CQUDtries and mtemational organiSations; 
- dissemination and optimisation of the results of research and training activities; 
- the training and mobility of researchers. · 

4. The activities of the Joint Research Centre: 

The Joint Research Centre is the scientific and tec~calbody which the Comniission needs to 
perform the taskS that it is empowered to conduct The scien~c and techDol9gical objectives o~ 
·its activities are located more especially in_ areas requiring impartial and independent expertise 
at Emopean level and in areas related t0 the objectives Of the Community's main policies. 

These activities. correspond to the ~ientific and techD.ological objectives of the Sth.Friunework 
Programme desCribed bebw, but must also respond to the requirements -of and changes in the 
. various Cc.mmunity policies where these ·result in specific research·· and development 
reqUirements, in particular w!lere the Joint Research Centre's neutralitY is essential. 
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II. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES 

a), Key: action: Controlled thermonuclear fusion1 

The long-term Objective Qf this action, embracing all the research activities undertaken in the Member 
States and Switzerland aimed at harnessilig fusion, is the joint creation of prototype reactors for power 
Stations to meet the. needs or" society: operational safety, environmental compabbility, 'economic 

. Viability. ' . 

The proposed· strategy to achieve this long-term objec:tive includes the development· of an experimental 
~ctor (The Next Step) and then of a demonstration reactor (DEMO). ' 

· Progress to date suggests the constructio~ of the Next Step· during the next ·decade is both technically 
feasible and strategically necessary. This shoUld preferably take place within the fr3mework of the ITER · 
(International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) intematioDal cooperation project 

During the period from 1998 to 2002, implemen~on of the strategy will entail: 

• the fusion physics and technology activities needed for the associations and Emopean industry to 
develop the capacity to construct the Next Step and prepare to operate it;. Europe· will continue to 
participate in the detailed design activities for the ITER with a.view to its possible construction; 

• activities in the field of physics to improve the basic concepts of fusion devices; · 
• technological activities for the longer term which are essential to make progress with hamess~g 

fusion. 

The full-sCale operation of the Joint European Torus (JET), the main instrument from which data can-be 
extrapolated for the experimental reactor; will be completed. Once this Joint Undertaking ends, JET 
facilities could be used.tO obtain knowledge for u5e in the operation oftheNext Step. 

This key action will also encompasS a fresh .assessment of safety. and environmental aspects; further 
studies ~n the socio-economic aspects; coordination, in. the context of a keep-in-touch activity, of the 
Member States' Civil research activities~ on inertial confinerilent; mssemination of results and ·the 
diffiJsion of information to the public.· · · 

·. b) Activities forth~ research and development of generic teclmologier 

· Work. will focus on the 'following priority research: . 

'). 

• the operational safety of existing facilities, inclu4ing issues relating to the extension of the J,ifespan of 
reactors, the · technologicil ·aspects of severe accidents, and strategies and methodS for the 
management of accident and post-accident situations; · · 

• . the security and safety of the fuel cycle; 'a joint, scientifically-founded approach to the management, 
disposal and ~sati()n of radioactive waste; · 

This activity·suppleinents the key action "ComPetitive and sustainable growth (V): 3dvanced energy 
systems and services"' described in the propcsal for. the Sth European Community Framework 
Programme for research and technological clevelopment 

2 This, research supplements, in the ·field of nuciear energy, the activitieS for the research and 
developiiient of generic technologies .in the thematic programme · "Pro'moting competitive and 
~le growth" of the proposal for the Sth EC Framework Programme. 
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• radiation· protection, with the emphasis on understanding and awareness. of -the hazards related to 
ionising radiation, more especiaiJ.y the ~ects of low-dose radiation, the inanagement of nuclear 
emergencies and the resto~on of contaminated environments; 

• studies on new nuclear facilities; advanced and more efficient fuels, future systems _and concepts to 
mcrease the safety of the complete nuclear cycle and the competitiveness of industly, iO particular in 
relation to outside market5; these -studies will cover · safety analysis,· impact .on man. and the 

. envirOnment, arid the most promising apprOaches from a technologiCal and economic vieWpoint iii a 
sustainable development perspective; 

. . 

• the development .of technologies and methods for- nuclear materials safeguards to meet· the new 
challenges: changes in the fuei cycle, the sharp rise iii the stock of fissile materials due to nuclear 
disamiament,. the extra obligations arising out of new international agreements, the illicit traffic iri ·, · 
nssile materials; . 

• the encouragement of cooperation with the Central and East European countries and the co\mtries of 
the former Soviet Union: development of specific "international cooperation" research activities 
which will help improve the safety of nuclear ieactors, Waste management in these countries,· 
radiation protection, and the control of' fissile materials; development of coordination and 
international cooperation ~vities carried out under the Framework Programme. It. will be· possible . . 
to mobilise Community finimcing to facilitate such participation in accordance with rules to be 
adopted in the' Decision on the specific programme. 

c) Support for research infrastructures 

-This aims at optimum utilisation at- Community Jevel of nuclear ·energy research test facilities, in 
particular those which are important as regards the safety and competitiveness 9( this form of energy. 

' ! 
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ANNEXID 

RULES FOR FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION BY EURATOM 

the European Atorric Energy Community will contnl>ute financially to the research 
activities, including demonstration activities, and training activities, hereinafter referred 
to as •'indirect RTDT actions", carried out. under the programmes implementing the 
Framework Programme. In addition,· it will carry out directly research a~ivities, 
including demonstration activities, and training activities, hereinafter referred to as 
"direCt RTDT actions". 

The key action, the activities for the research and development of generic technologies, 
support for research infrastructures and the activities carried out in the context of themes 
of a h9riz0ntal nature, as described iD Annex II, will be implemented through indirect 
RTDT actions and direct RTDT actions. 

1. Indirect RTDT actions 

The indirect· RTDT actions will comprise five categories: shared-cost actions, training 
fellowships, support for networks, concerted actions and accompanying measures. 
Shared-cost actions will be the main mechanism for implementing the programmes. 

The rate of financial participation by Euratom in these actions will be as follows:· 

(a) Shared-cost actions 

- Research and technological development projects, demonstra[ion projects, 
integrated projects: ; 

Research and technological development projects are projects designed to obtain 
new . knowledge likely to be useful either to develop or significantly improve 
existing products, processes and services or to meet the needs of society. They 
will be financed in principle at a level of 50% of the eligible costs. In the special 
case of legal entities which do not keep analytical accounts, the additional costs 
generated as a _result ofthe research will be financed at the rate of 100%. 

Demonstration projects are projects which are designed to prove the technical 
viability of technologies and which cannot be commercialised directly. They will 

. be financed in principle at a level of 35% of the. eligible costs. 

Integrated . projects are projects with both a research . and technological 
development component and a demonstration component .. They will be financed 
at a level corresponding to the weighted average of the levels applicable to the 
two components. 

- Support for 'access to research infrastructures 

· Support will be granted to . existing research infrastructures so that they can 
receive teams of Euratom researchers and enable them to optimise their research 
work. . 
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Conununity funding granted towards the optimum utilisation ofinfrastructures is _ · 
set at up to 100% of the additional f!ligible costs connected wit~ receiving teams 

'of Euratom research~rs and making the faciJity av.'lilable. 

(b) Trainiqg fellowships 

In the context of the tr8irung. and mobility nf researchers, the "Mari~ Curie" 
fellowships Scheme will ~mprise several categories: fellowships for youfig 
researchers with proven experience, industrial host fellowships for young 
researchers and development host fellowships .. 

. '(Jnder the fellowship· scheme for young researchers with proven experience, 
f~llows will receive an allowance designed solely -~o cover ·their subsistence 

. expenses and proper social welfare expenses. They will .. atso receive a 
contribution designed to take into account the costs involved in mobility. 

In the context of cooperation with tlurd countries, the fellowship scheme will 
enable young researchers from third countries to be given an opportUnity to 
spend time in Community laboratories. · · · -

Community support will co.ver up to 100% of eligible costs of the feUowship and . 
a contribution to the eligible costs of the. h9st institution when it is located iti the ' 
Communit)r.. ·· · · 

' (c) Support for netWorks 

The· thematic networks will bring together manufacturers, users, universit~es and 
research centres, and organisations concerned with the· diffusion . or transfer of 
innovation around a given scientific and· technologiCal objective so as to facilitate 
the. incorporation and transfer of knowledge and cooperaticn between· research 
players and users, tnd ensure that market needs' are taken into account more 
effectively, and stimulate· scientific and technological excellence. Community 
funding will cover up to 100% of the additional eligible costs of coordmating 
and implementing the thematic networks. 

Research training networks will be created in advanced or .emerging fields of 
research on topics freely chosen by the researchers. Their main airit will be. to 
train young researchers at pre-doctoral and post-doctoral level. Community 
funding will cover up to 100% of the additional eligible costs connected with 
setting up and maintaining the network. · 

(d) Concerted actions 

Concerted. actions will be designed to coordinate national RTD projects already· 
~ receipt of funding, in order to exchange experience acquired, to ~expand the 
research · efforts of the various players . so · as to reach a· critical mass, to 

. aisseminate results and to inform users. CommunitY funding will cover up to 
100% of the-additional eligible costs connected with concertation. 
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(e) A~compimying measures . 

Accompanying measures will contribute ·towards the implementation of the· 
specific programmes or the preparation of future activities with a view to 
enabling them to achieve or define their strategic objectives. They will also seek · 
to prepare or support the other indirect actions. Measures devoted to the 
commercialisation of produCts, processes or 'services, marketing activities, and 
the promotion of sales, are exCluded. Community funding may be up to 100% of 
the eligible .costs of the measures. 

In the Decisions adopting the specific programmes implementing the 5th Framework 
Programme there can be no derOgations from the financial participation rates set above, 
with the exception of duly justified speCial cases, for the activity concerned, including 
those referred to in paragraph. 3. The Decisions may spell out in more detail the indirect 
RTDT actions described above, supplement them or subject ~em to additional 
conditions or limitations. 

The other rules for the · financial ·participation of undertakings, research· centres and . 
universities in indirect RTDT actions ·are specified in the Council Decision on 
participation rules adopted pursuant to Article 7 of the Treaty. 

2. Direct RTDT actions 

The direct RTDT actions to. be implemented by the Joint Research Centre (JRC) will 
comprise research activities of an . institutional character and scientific and technical 
support aCtivities of an institutional character. The research activities of an institutional 
character are those for which the JRC has special or even unique fa~ties . in the 
European Atomic Energy Community and which contribute to the implementation of 
Euratom RTD policy. The sCientific and technical support activities of an institutional 
character are· activities necessary for the formulation and implementation of Community 
policies and tasks incumbent on· the Commission pursuant to the Treaty which require 
the JRC's impartiality. The Community funding will no~lly be 100% of the costs of 
the direct RTDT action. · · 

3. ' Other actions 
. . . . 

· The rules for participation by the Community in the JET Joint Undertaking, ITER 
activities, Contracts of Association· and in certain tasks which can only be performed.by 
industry will be specified in the Corresponding research and training prognuiune. 
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